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ABSTRACT

At the lowest processing level, an image is regarded as a set of samples or picture

elements without any reference to the global features of the image. This thesis reports

on . two basic building blocks for constructing an image processing system which

identifies global features of an image by performing local operations at the pixel level.

They are the median frlter operator and the edge-detection operator. These binary

operators are based upon specific cellula¡ automata rules whose time evolution

corresponds to filtering and extraction. With the aid of threshold decomposition, a 4-

bit multi-level signal is decomposed and processed at the unary level. Using two 4-bit

processors and some decision logic, an 8-bit multi-level operator is designed which

frlters and extracts an 8-bit input sequence using local operations. In the proper

environment, this design not only produces the filtered extraction of an 8-bit multi-

level input image, but also produces a gradient image which basically indicates the

degree of intensity change. Using the above two operators, the node complexity is

greatly reducad since only logical rather than arithmetic operations are performed at

each node. The ¡eal-time operation of the 8-bit operator allows it to operate as a peri-

pheral device on the host and memory side of the video controller. This offers consid-

erable advantage in the cases whe¡e the image processing algorithms are partitionable.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Man's apparent superiority over the other creatures of our planet can be attributed

in pan to his ability to communicate using a variety of mea¡s. All information that

we generate, use and transmit, can be categorized. The three basic categories are

voice, data and images. The manner in which images have been manipulated has

changed drastically over the last few decades. The operations performed fall into one

or more of five categories. The first category is image generation. Points of concern

at this stage lie with the type of sensor technology used and the format used for image

generation and display. As is used in most books, an image is represented by a two-

dimensional light intensity function /(-ry), where x and y represent spatial coordi

nates and / (.x y ) denotes brightness at any specific point 
.(x ¡ ). A digital image is an

image whose spatial coordinates (.ry) as well as brightness (f @,y)) have been discre-

tized. Each coordinate (x,y) now represents a picture element or pixel and /(-r,y)

represents the grey level at that pixel position. The second category is image process-

ing. This area may encompass digital processing, analog processing as well as optical

processing. The fi¡al three categories include image transmission, image enhancement

and finally, interpretation of the resultant processed image.

Image processing is a large and complex area of study. It is an entity by itself.

The underlying goal behind image processing is the detection, recognition and

identification of cenain featu¡es of an image that a-re of particulã interest. The actual

interest in digital image processing dates as fa¡ back as rhe early 1920's. Applications
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of image processing concepts were not feasible until the mid 1960's. This significant

step forward was due primarily to the speed and storage capabilities offered by third-

generation digital computers. Subsequently, image processing research experienced

signifrcant g¡owth in such fields as engineering, chemistry, biology, physics, statistics

and medicine.

1.1 VLSI Impact

Furthe¡ advances in the field of image processing were made possible by

signiflcant developments in the areas of Large Scale lntegration (LSI) and Very Large

Scale Integration (VLS! technology. Such advances are of considerable importance

when one considers the extreme computational demands that are made by most image

processing tasks. These advances are not solely the result of a greater packing density

and faster switching speed offered by VLSI architectures. Significant gains in perfor-

mance are also a result of the structural design techniques, computational algorithms

and application specifrc architectures which make the maximum use of the concurrency

that VLSI supports.

The initial stage of many image processing applications concems the performance

of local operations on every pixel of an image. Thus, a high degree of concurrency as

well as a high-speed data transfer mechanism is essential for real time operation of any

merit, Several VLSI-bâsed architectures make extensive use of concurrency for

increased performance by using a large number of simple processors. Image process-

ing tasks can then be performed by pipelining the processors or by ananging the pro-

cessors in parallel depending upon the computational needs. Designs are made modu-

lar by using regular interconnections. Hence, communication is localized and intercon-

nections between processing stages are kept at a minimum. In the case of this thesis,

concuÍency is obtained by pipelining the processing stages.

a



In summary, much of the $owth in the freId of image processing can be attri-

buted in part to significant advances made in the field of semiconductor devices and

fabrication technology. Such advances facilitated the design of high speed, a¡chitectur-

ally sophisticated processors.

1.2 Overview

The following chapters detail the design stages of this thesis. Chapter 2 describes

the development of the threshold decomposition and cellular automata algorithms. A

brief history of cellular automata theory as well as va¡ious application-specific cellular

automata rules are described. The th¡eshold decomposition concept as well as the

architecture which performs the decomposition are described in this Chapter. In addi-

tion to giving a brief introduction to various filtering and edge extraction techniques,

Chapter 3 details the development of two VLSI architectures which make use of one

the algorithms developed in Chapter 2 (cellular automata). These two architectures are

the binary median filter cell and the edge exEaction cell. Using the second algorithm

of Chapter 2 (threshold decomposition), and the two architectures of Chapter 3, a 4-bit

operator is designed which filters and extracts a multllevel input bit stream (chapter

4). Subsequently, an 8-bit multilevel operator is designed using two 4-bit operators.

Chapter 4 is concluded with a section on the creation of an 8-bit gradient from the two

4-bit gradients produced by the 8-bit operator. Extensive simulations of each architec-

ture developed in Chapter 4 is presented in Chapter 5. In addition to the sofrware

simulations, a timing simulation is performed upon the 8-bit multi-level operator.

Finally, some conclusions a¡e made in Chapter 6.

-J-



CHAPTER 2

Algorithm Development

The following sections detail the theory and development behind two image pro-

cessing algorithms. They are threshold decomposition and cellular automata. Indivi-

dually, each algorithm is of limited use in the design of a multi-level image processing

architecture. However, the application of the two algorithms simultaneously upon a

one-dimensiona-l multi-level input bit stream provides important application specific

information (i.e edge boundaries) based upon a local envi¡onment. These algorithms

operate on a pixel by pixel basis and are independent of the global structure of the

input image.

2,1 Threshold Decomposition

In order to make an image suitable for computer processing, it must be digitized

both spatially and in amplitude. Digitization of an image in the spatial coordinates is

sometimes ¡efened to as image sampling while digitization of the amplitude is called

grey scale quantization. The degree of grey scale quantization determines the resolu-

tion of the image. The higher the resolution of the digitized image, the closer it

approximates the original analog image. In order to perform any image processing

task upon a multi-level image, the digitized image is usually transformed into the fre-

quency domain, which significantly reduces the number of caiculations to be executed.

Though the Fourie¡ Transform is more often used, the Walsh, Hadama¡d, Discrete

Cosine and Hotelling Transform are also available. If one is inte¡ested in



implementing image processing tasks in silicon using any of the above transforms, the

complex multiplications and accumulations inherent in the above methods will have to

be considered. Using the Discrete Fourier Transforn as an example, and an N point

frequency series, it would require orde¡ N2 rotate and accumulate operations to com-

pute. The Fast Fou¡ier Transform on the other hand takes advantage of úe properties

of symmetry thereby reducing the computational complexity to N/ogN.

This thesis presents a novel approach towa¡ds the application of image processing

tasks upon a multi-level image. The multi-level image is processed with the help of a

procedure called th¡eshold decomposition[1-2]. This allows a t-level signal to be

decomposed into its unary components where we are then able to perform various

image processing tasks upon each component level. The processed unary signals are

then superimposed once more to form a multi-level image. Figure 2.1a cla¡ifies the

decomposition procedure using a 2-bit input.
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Figure 2.1: a) Threshold decomposition of 2.bit input. b) Logic realization of Fig. 2.1a.
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Though the transition from algorithm to architecture is often complex, it is not so

in this case. This is because the decomposition procedure is quite similar to a normal

decoder, where the decoder accepts an n-bit input and sets one of 2" lines high

depending upon the vaiue of the n-bir input. An n-bit tkeshold decomposition cell

sets the same line high (assuming the same input as above) as well as all lines below

that. Figure 2.lb represents the logic realization of the 2x4 decomposer shown in Fig.

2.1a. 7n Fig. 2.1, the input is only 2-bits wide. In order to design a 3x8 decomposer,

the 2x4 decomposer is used as a building biock with the additional input line function-

ing as a select line. Figve 2.2 contains the truth table for a 3x8 decomposer while

Fig. 2.3 shows the logic realization of the decomposer. Input B is simply used as a

select line which selects between the two 2x4 decomposers used to construct the 3xB

decomposer. With B low, the outputs F4 to F7 are produced by ANDing the upper

2x4 decomposer with B while the outputs from the iower 2x4 decomposer (F0 to F3)

are passed by ORing each ouçut with B (ORing any sequence with 0 will produce the

same sequence). With B high, the outputs F4 to F7 a¡e simply the ourputs of the

uppe¡ 2x4 decomposer (ANDing a sequence with 1 will produce the same sequence)

while the outputs F0 to F3 are all ls. This is so since the B was ORed with the

lower 2x4 decomposer.

Using a similar procedure, a 4xl6 decomposer is produced by using ¡,vo 3x8

decomposers and a select line (A). Figure 2.4 contains the truth table for the 4x16

decomposer while Fig. 2.5 contains the logic realization of Fig.2.4.

As before, A is basically a select line which chooses between the two sets of 3x8

decomposers. If A is 0, the right 3x8 decomposer is chosen which produces F0 to F7.

The select line A is then ANDed with the lower 3x8 decomposer thus producing all 0s

for F8 to F15. If A is 1 on the other hand, the 8 ouçut lines (F0 to F7) are ser high

by ORing A with the right 3x8 decomposer. The other I lines of ouÞut from rhe
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Figure 2.2: Threshold decomposition of 3.b¡t input

Figure 23: Logic realization of 3x8 decomposer,
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Figure 2.4: Threshold decomposition of 4.bit input.

4x16 decomposer come directly from the left 3x8 decomposer. Analysis of Fig. 2.5

will reveal the stages just described sørting from one 2x4 decomposer. Figure 2.5

also contains an example of the decomposition of a 4-bit input (data in brackets). As

clearly indicated, the number of lines set high is l+input1s.

Very little custom layout was required for the implementation of the 4xi6 decom-

poser in silicon. This is so since the 4x16 decomposer was designed using semicustom

methodology. Therefore, the layout only involved the placement of logic prirnitives

from a cell library[3]. The placement was such to ensure minimum interconnection

wire length and routing area as well as the position of VO ports for easy interface with

the surrounding architectures. The 4x16 decomposer occupied 1489x337 u^2. Since

this design was fab¡icated using 3 un technology, the cell size would have to be
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Figure 2.5: Logic realization of 4X1ó decomposer.

scaled by 0.6. The actual size of the 4xi6 decomposer as it is in silicon is 894x202

um2. The speed calculation of the 4x16 decomposer is trivial in this case. This is due

to the fact that the inputs come directly from off chip. This, consequently, means that

the inputs are d¡iven hard enough to offset the fanout effect that inputs A and B would

have ordinarily experienced (see Fig. 2.5). The total delay of the 4x16 decomposer

would the¡efo¡e be decided by the maximum number of cell primitives (ANDs ORs

etc.) that exist between any input and ouçut line. Since inputs C and D have to

traverse a maximum of th¡ee gates each, any one line could be used in the speed cal-

culations. Using input D, the delay produced by the 4x16 decomposer is therefore

3""¡"x 3nspercert. Though input D experiences a variety of AN'D and OR combinations

each adding up to three gates, the delay produced by the 4x16 decomposer will always

be the same since the delay for both the AND and the OR cells are approximately the

same. Figure 2.6 contains the actual silicon layout of the 4x16 decomposer.
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2.2 Cellular Automata

The name John Von Neumann is often associated with the single bus Central pro-

cessing Unit (CPU) computer a¡chitecture. The field of parallel computing also owes

much to his pioneering work on arrays of computers, or cellular a.uîomata. Von Neu-

mann was fascinated with the complexity and performance of the huma¡r brain. He

used this as the driving force behind his resea¡ch on automatic computi¡g machines.

Von Neumann's fust exposure to an electronic computer in 1944 came in the form of

the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer). A few years later (1946),

he designed the EDVAC (Electronic Discrete Variable Computer). This incidentally

was the first design of a stored-program machine. Von Neumann then realized that

high complexity carries the need for high reliability. This indicated the need fo¡ some

sort of self-repairing device within the computing strucrure. Thus, by 1947, Von

Neumann had immersed himself into the investigation of the complex theory of self-

reproducing cellular automata. Although he originatly conceived the idea of physical

reproduction of mechanical systems from spare building blocks, he soon found the

physical aspects of seif-reproduction taking a back seat to its abstract counterpart.

Though Von Neuma¡n placed some emphasis on biological self-reproduction, the

use of cellula¡ automata was not confi¡ed to that parficul field of research. Cellula¡

automata we¡e resea¡ched extensively as a model for a wide variety of physical, chem-

ical and biological phenomena. One such example is the investigation of self-

o¡ganization in statistical mechanics [4]. The analysis basically invoives elementary

cellular automata consisting of a series of sites in a line. Each site is binary (logical 0

or 1) and evolves deterministically in disc¡ete time steps according to various rules.

These rules are usually based upon nearest neighbor interaction.

-11-



In image processing, an image is treated as a set of samples or picture elements.

Local (nearest neighbor) operations upon a one-dimensional stream of pixels provides

useful information, such as intensity changes. The locaì operators assume nothing

about the global characteristics of the image. Using a thee-pixel, one-dimensional

local window, there are 8 possible combinations that could exist at each window. This

therefore gives rise to 256 possible rules or logic functions that can be applied at each

site (Fig. 2.7). The time evolution of the center pixel at each site is governed by these

rules. After eLiminating those rules that a¡e trivial (ouçut 0 regardless of input) and

those that are symmetric, we arc left with 32 possible legal one-dimensional elemen-

tary cellular automata [4].

Figure 2.7: C€llular Automata rules usirg a 3-pixel window,

3-pixel rindor Cellulr Àuto¡ata rules

i-1 i i+l ro lr Px tzss

000
00r
010
011
100
f01
110
111

0001
001r
0001
0011
001f
0001
0011
0f01

I of states

is 23
f of rules is 2 I
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Extensive study suggests that, depending upon the initial states of the sites, the gen-

erated pattern assumes one of four qualitative forms [5]. The ouçut pattem either

disappears with time, evolves to a fixed finite size, grows indefinitely at a fixed speed

or grows and contracts irregularly. As suggested in [4], the third pattern mentioned is

often found to be self-similar (scale invariant) with fractal dimensions of approxi-

mately 1.59 or 1.69. Figure 2.8 shows such a pattem. As suggested, looking at the

pattem using any magnification factor still yields a similar pattern.

Figure 2.6: Self similar patt€rn generated using c€llular automåta rule 90,

Any physica-l system which contains discrete elements and interacts with its local

neíghbors can be modeled using cellular automata. Two dimensional cellula¡ automata

have been used extensively for various image processing and pattern recognition tasks.

Figure 2.9 contains a 2-dimensional array of identical celis which are connected to

thei¡ immediate neighbor. This thesis will deal exclusively with one-dimensional cel-

lular automata.

-13-



i+t, i-t i+1, j +1, i+1
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Jt _,I
-f, i t +{

Figure 2.9: Two.dimeDsional cellular automatâ showing neighborhood connection.

A one-dimensional cellular automaton is cha¡acterized by a lattice of identical

cells. Each cell is represented by an intemal state. At each time step, the intemal

state is updated according to a specific function or rule. The internal state of any

given cell at time t is denoted by cr(t) where t refers to a given time step or a given

clock pulse from a synchronous global clock. The next state evaluation of a cell

depends in general upon its own state and that of its t\.vo nearest neighbo¡s at the

preceding time step. The rule of operation r computes the new state o(r+1) based on

the va-lue of cr(r) and the inpurs cr¡ (r) (left neighbor) and o. () (right neighbor). The

value of each of the cells is in synchronism with a controÌ clock. In Wolfram [3], the

simplest forms of one-dimensional cellula¡ automata are considered where each site of

the cellular automata is binary valued and the next state at each site depends entirely

upon its present state and that of its two neighbors. These cellula¡ automata are

regarded as primítive cellula¡ automata to distinguish it from the more complex forms

as described in [6].

In [4], each cellular automaton is assigned a rule number. This number is depen-

dent upon the size of the neighbo¡hood in which the sire is contained. With a

-14-



neighborhood of three for example, the ¡ule number is 23 bits long (24 bits for neigh-

bo¡hood n). Figure 2.10 contains an example of a simple one-dimensional cellular

automaton. As mentioned before, using a three-pixel window provides us with 8 pos-

sible states as shown in Fig. 2.10. The cellula¡ automata rule illusuated is rule 90

where the time evolution corresponds to modulo-two addition of the two neighbors of

the site in question. Rule 90 is simply the decimal equivalent of next state binary

function F as shown in Fig.2.10.

ûrrent state kxt state

A B c F

0

0

0

0

I

I

I

{

00
0t
10
tt
00
0r
r0
f1

0r I

lt 2

0x 1

11 8

1r16
0rl
1r64
0 t128

Cellulæ Autoaata rule f$

Figure 2.10: Cellular Automata rule 90.

It was shown [7] that primitive or elementary cellula¡ automata can perform

ranked orde¡ operations on one-dimensional k-level signals by vi¡tue of th¡eshold

decomposition. This allows a k-leve! signal to be decomposed into its unary com-

ponents where we are then able to perform various image processing operations upon

each component level. Two of these operations, median filter and edge extraction, are
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outlined below. Note that the processing element or node complexity is much simpler

than in systolic arays or any other previous arays used for this purpose. This is so

since only logícal rather than arithmetic operations are performed at each node. Con-

siderable advantage is offered by decomposing a multi-level image and then operating

upon each level separately. One advantage stems from the fact that a minimum

number of processing elements are used since the data is piped in serially. This also

serves to make the processing system significantly faster. Also, since the image pro-

cessing tasks are partitionable, each processing element can perform different tasks

upon the input data in its decomposed form.
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CHAPTER 3

VLSI Architectures

Two designs have been developed as hardware implementation of cellular auto-

mata in which a particular rule associated with the time evolution of cellular automata

conesponds to median filtering, edge exEaction or other ranked order operations [7].

The following sections will deal exclusively with binary operators.

3,1 Filtering Techniques

The main objective in image enhancement is the application of techniques which

would process the image into a form suitable for a particular application. The image

can be enhanced either in the frequency domain or the spatial domain. Frequency

domain enhancement normally involves manipulation of the Fourie¡ Transform of an

image while spatial domain enhancement concems the manipulation of the pixels in

the image. Enhancement techniques include deblurring, noise removal, contrast

modification and smoothing.

During the capture, transmission and conversion of an image from one form to

another, there is some degradation of the quality of the image. The degradation can

take on many forms, one of the most cornmon being the blurring of sharp edges.

Another manne¡ in which the quality of a-n image can be degraded is the addition of

noise. The origin of the noise source can be one or a combination of sensory noise,

random or grain noise, quantization and cha¡nel noise. The noise pixel in an image

normally has high spatial fiequency components. Hence, a low pass spatial filter
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would perform well in removi¡g such noise. The problem with such a filter is that it

does not distinguish between the image and noise pixels. A ¡esult of this is the blur-

ring of the sharp edges of the image. Another frequently used technique employed for

filtering is called Template Matching. This method emphasizes certain features of an

image by convolving the image with an operator called a template. This template is

essentially a subimage which resembles the features one wishes to highlight. This pro-

cedure depends upon accurate knowledge of the feature appearance. The above pro-

cedure has a long history and has been used extensively for character recognition, tar-

get recognition and detection of changes in an image. The VLSI implementation of a

template matching filte¡ would require repeated multiplication, shifting and surnmation.

Due to the fact that blurring is essentially the attenuation of high spatial frequen-

cies of an image, cenain edge sharpening techniques are often successful in the filte¡-

ing of a blurred image. This is accomplished by the use of differential operarors.

However, this method of filtering encounters problems when the image contains noise

which has high spatial frequencies. This procedure is therefore restricted to images

which have a high signa-l to noise ratio.

In general, the effective ¡emoval or suppression of noise requires some knowledge

of the underlying source mechanism. If the source cm be identified, the noise may be

removed and the image can then be rebuilt using interpolation. However, as the noise

mechanism is rarely known, a filtering technique will have to be used which either

approximates the noise pattem (Weiner Filter) or uses a local operator which requires

no prior knowledge of the noise mechanism (Median Filter). Regardless of the tech-

nique used, there is a compromise between the amount of noise removed and blurring

caused by the frltering technique. This thesis deals exclusiveiy with the median filter

and some of its properties.
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3.1.1 Median Filter

In recent years, a great deal of research emphasis has been placed on ranked

order filters or sliding window fiiters. A sliding window is moved across the image

where ranked order operations are performed at each wi¡dow position to produce the

fi1ter output. One such operation is the median filte¡ of the contents of the sliding

window. The median filter algorithm was first suggested by Tukey [8], and its fust

application to image processing was made by Frieden [9] and Pran [10]. The median

filter is a nonlinear filter which removes random noise or spikes without any blurring

or ringing inherent to filtering techniques using Fourier Transforms. The median filter

operation consists of sorting the contents of the sliding window and then choosing the

center value of the sorted sequence. The sorting technique normally used is the bubble

sort which takes place bit serially and is pipelined at the bit level. Hence, the

throughput rate of the median filter is determined by the delay produced by the soning

algorithm. The window size should be chosen such that no relevant features are

¡emoved or attenuated. ln other words, the larger the neighborhood, the higher the

risk of losing some of the finer details of an image during the filtering process. This

method is very effective in the filtering of ¡andom noise and produces no image degra-

dation. This success is in part due to the degree of freedom available when dealing

with local operato$. A ha¡dwired approach to the median filter employs exrensive

pipelining and operates serially upon the incoming image. It was found that the sys-

tolic anay a¡chitecture was best suited for this t,?e of function. This in rum makes

the design suitable for VLSI implementation. An altemate approach to using a two-

dimensional window is the application of two orthogonaily oriented (i.e horizontally

and venically) one-dimensional windows. This type of filter is called a separable

median fllter and was addressed in [11]. The use of two one-dimensional median



filters is certainly not equivalent to one two-dimensional median ñlte¡ over the same

field. Also, the order of application of the horizontal and venical filters may lead to

different results. However, it was shown by Nodes and Gallagher [12] that repeated

applications of the separable median filter converges to a two-dimensional root struc-

ture which becomes invariant under funher processing. A simple method of comput-

ing medians over a 3 x 3 neighborhood was suggested by Ruttinmann and Webber

[13]. This method makes use of the a¡chitectural resources of commercially available

pipelined image processing systems and is based upon the use of local max. and min.

operators in order to perform a series of image shifts, subtractions and additions.

Though this method is quite fast (7O-fold speed improvement over histogram

modification method), its implementation requires a huge amount of memory.

An entirely different approach towards the flltering of a multi-level image via a

two-dimensional sliding window was add¡essed in [14]. It was shown that the median

filtering of an arbinary level signal is equivalent to decomposing the multi-level signal

into a series of binary signals and then performing a binary median filter operation

upon each binary level. Reversal of the decomposition procedure will once mo¡e pro-

duce the filtered multi-level signal. As mentioned earlier, the median filter is highly

non-linea¡. Analysis of linear filters normally involves the separate filtering of each

sinusoid before superposition. With the introduction of threshold decomposition, a

similar procedure could then be applied to the non-linear median filter. In both

instances, a complex task is broken down into a much simpler one requiring basic

binary operations at each node in the case of the binary median filter. Figure 3.1 con-

tains an example of median filtering using th¡eshold decomposition. For demonstration

pu{poses, a 4-level input was used in Fig. 3.1. The median filter shown (top of Fig.

3.1) filters the 4-level input using the traditional ranking and sorting of the samples in

the sliding window. The binary median filters, on the other hand (follow single
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Figure 3.1: Median filter of 4-valu€d input sequence,

arrows), filter each decomposed binary line using a majority context rule. The filtered

multi-level image is obtained by adding the binary outputs of the binary median filters.

Some convergence properties of the median filter was addressed in [14]. It was con-

jectured that given a k-level signal with window width ?J! +1, a signal of tength L will

converge to a root signal in at the most

3(L- 2)

2(N+ 2) (1)

passes of the filter where a root signal represents a signal which is invariant under

repetitive filter operations. Incidenølly, a recursive median fi.lter is a filter which

updates the contents of the sliding window as the window is moved across the image.

Hence, a recursive median filter will only require one pass of the median filter to

arrive at a root signal. The root signal produced by a recursive median filter will not

be the same as the root signal produced by a standard median filter for the same input

sequence.
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3.1,2 Binary Median cell,

A primary step in designing a median frlter for a multilevel image is the design

of a binary median cell. This cell is a local operator which operates upon a three

pixel-window thus eliminating the complex sorting task necessary for a two dimen-

sional window. The ouçut of the window depends on the time evolution of cellular

automata rule number 232. This rule is a majority iogic rule and its function is basi-

cally to smooth or remove the random spikes of an image. Figure 3.2a shows the truth

table of the binary median cell.

LSR F
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011
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Figure 3,2: a) Truth table for cellular automats rule 232,
b) Sum of mi¡terms repr€setrtation.

Using a Kamaugh map reduction technique on the truth table would yield a logic

design requiring two 2-input AND gates and two 2-input OR gates. Closer examina-

tion of the representation in Fig 3.2b suggests that transmission gate logic could be a

more efficient means by which to implement the filter cell. The transmission gate lay-

out of the median cell is shown in Fig. 3.3. To facilitate the VLSI implementation of

aa



Figure 3,3: Transmission gate repres€ntation of Fig, 3.2b,

the binary median cell, the p and n transistors of each Eansmission gate were separated

and gouped together (see Fig. 3.4). The silicon layout of the binary median filter cell

is shown in Fig. 3.5.

With the p and n transistors grouped separately, it is now an easy task to lay the

appropriate wells and guards a¡ound the transistors. The p-transistors are surrounded

by a layer ofp+ guard laid upon a layer of n+ of equal dimensions. Similarly, the n-

t¡ansistors are immersed in a layer of p well. The above method is especially impor-

tant when laying down the p well since only one n-p device well split contact is

necessary to ground it out.

As mentioned ea¡lier, the binary median filter operation is performed upon a one-

dimensional three-pixel window. This essentially means that the data is piped serially

tbrough three storage elements which present their contents to the binary media¡ cell

after an appropriate delay. The storage cells used are dlatches which have a set up
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Figure 3.4: Log¡c representation of Fig. 3,2b with p and n hansistors grouped,

time of approximately 5 to 6 ns . The inputs of the three-pixel window are S , R and

/, representing seli right and left respectively. It was indicated in Fig. 3.4 that the

complement of inputs S and R were necessary. There is really no need to generate

these compiements since the d-latches outputs the complement of its input as an inter-

mediate step. In the case of S a¡d R the complements as well as the normal delayed

input were necessary. Because of the time scale in which this celi will be operating,

there are no foreseeable problems associated with using the complement as well as

normal ouçut of any d-latch paû (two d-latches were cascaded to form a storage ele-

ment). This is so since they only differ by the time it takes to inven the complement

which is approximately 2 ns. Figure 3.6 contains the layout of the binary median cell

with its three-pixel window (three sets of dlatches). This cell essentially accepts a

binary bit stream and produces valid filte¡ed output after two clock pulses. Speed
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Figure 3.5: Silicon layout of binary median filter cell.
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calculation of the cell in Fig. 3.5 is trivial if one can recognize the input line which

places the maximum consÍaint on the th-roughput rate. With reference to Fig. 3.4, it is

obvious that the input L experiences the maximum fanout and therefore would be the

limiting speed factor (Vdd and Gnd a¡e driven hard enough to offset any fanout). In

particular, with S high and R low, the input line will have to charge two p and rwo n

transistors as well as the associated inte¡connections. Also, the lines up to the S (n

transistor) select line and the ,S (n transistor) select line must b€ charged. Using a

timing simulator, the speed of the cell in Fig. 3.5 was estimated to b€ approximately

45 MHz. Hence, using a clocking rate greater lhan 45 MHz would result in indeter-

minate states (i.e 0.2 < output < 4.8). As predicted, the output of a three-pixel win-

dow containing L with S high and R low was the limiting speed factor of the filte¡

cell. That is, the output of such a window became indeterminate fust (among the other

possible combinations using a three pixei window) using a clock rate greater than 45

MHz. Therc are a few advantages associated with implementing the logic in Fig. 3.2

using transmission gate logic.

The fust and most obvious is the fact that design is well o¡dered and easy to

implement. Secondly, the logic shown in Fig. 3.5 will be significantly faster and

smaller than if logic primitives (ANDs and ORs) were used to implement the truth

table in Fig. 3.2a. This is so since the logic primitives contain additional inverters.

The clocking necessary to operate the binary filter cell is quite straight forward. Fig-

ure 3.7 shows an example of an input bit stream and the clock sequence necessary to

filter the input. It may not be obvious at fust glance, but the fust and the last bits of

the input data have been duplicated. This was necessary since the fust valid ouçut of

the filter must be obtained when the fust bit of the input stream is centered upon the

3-pixel window. Similarly, the last bit of the input bit stream must b€ centered upon

the window before the last valid output of the filter is recorded. Essentially, for an

11
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Figure 3.7: Sample input to bínary median ñlt€r cell.

N- pixel window, the first and last pixels of the input data stream must be duplicated

(N - l)12 times. The delay of two clock inte¡vals was necessary to pipe the fust

duplicated input bit into the third storage cell (d-latch pair).

3.2 Extraction Techniques

The enha¡cement of an image involves the conversion of the image from one

form to another while segmentation concems itself with the panitioning of the image

into djfferent meaningful regions. The output image is essentially a description of

some pa¡t of the content of the input image. By definition, segmentation involves tak-

ing an image and exEacting information relevant to specific segments such as lines,

regions and objects. The segmentation operator can be ca¡ried out on a point (pixel by

pixel) or on a region (prescribed neighborhood) basis. Either way, segmentation is

regarded as a pattem recognition process whose primary objective is the establishment

of bounda¡ies between regions. The application of segmentation may vary. In a
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th¡ee-dimensional scene, the objective of segmentation may be to identify cenain

regions corresponding to objects in the scene. On the other hand, in aerial recog-

nizance, a more practical use of segmentation is the extraction of regions conespond-

ing to industrial, agricultural or other natural terrain features.

A standa¡d problem in pattem recognition is the classification of a set of pixels

according to the value of some image property. Grey level thresholding is a segmenta-

tion technique which classifies pixels into different classes depending upon the grey

level. The simplest form of grey level thresholding involves the classification of the

pixels into two classes: black and white. This classification is done on the basis of a

chosen th¡eshold level. At this point, it is obvious thar this segmentation technique has

the potential of performing well as a boundary detector. To outline the boundary

between object and background, a rhreshold level is set such that any values below

that th¡eshold ievel represent background information while the rest contain object

featu¡e info¡mation. The exEaction procedure is quite straight forwa¡d. Th¡eshotd the

¡ows of the image and set the value to eithe¡ an upper threshold Z, (normally 255) or

a lower th¡eshold r¡ (normally 0). care musr be exercised when setting a theshold

level (below which only background info¡mation should exit). If set too low, many

spurious boundary candidates due to random noise or textural fluctuations will appear

as valid boundary information. If set too high however, insufficient boundary pixels

are produced. Hence, boundary information that lacks continuity.

The above introduction to segmentation and its use is just a prelude to the more

complex and much resea¡ched area of edge extraction. Just about any conceivable

vision or recognition system depends upon the optimal performance of a¡ edge detec-

tor. In many systems, information is extracted from an image at the edge detection

level. The process of image formation normally throws into disorder the effects of

many parameters describing such features as lighting di¡ection, viewing condition and
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surface orientation. There is the additional loss of information in projecting a thee-

dimensiona-l scene into a two-dimensional plane. Hence the suategy of computer

vision which is the concentration of features of an image, such as edges, which allows

easy reconstruction of the scene geometry without dependence upon any other image

parameters.

Most of the useful information in an image is contained in the regions where a

change of grey level or intensity occurs, i.e. at the edge locations. A local edge is a

small a¡ea where the local grey levels are changing rapidly in a monotonic way.

Hence a local edge operator is a mathematical operator (or its computational

equivalent) which has a small spatial extent and is designed to detect local edge

features in the image. Local edge operators are broadly classified according to certain

inherent featu¡es. The operator will do one of the following: approximate the

mathematical gradient operator, match the image to a range of templates at different

orientations, or fit local intensities with parametric edge models. The most commonly

used operator is the gradient, the one used for such a task. Given a function f G, y),

the gradient of / at coordinates (x , y ) is defined as the vector G[/ (¡ , y )].

GLf (r, y)l =

The gradient operator, G, basically measures diffe¡ences along two orthogonal

directions and then combines these measurements to form an estimate of edge strength

and orientation.

(2)

la¡l
Iâ'l
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For computational purposes, Equ. (2) can be approximated by differences.

f^^r+
G= LV@,y)-f (x+r,y)12+Lf (x,y)-f (x,)+1)12_1" e)

A simila¡ ¡eduction could be obt¿ined using absolute values. In the Sobel edge detec-

tor, the image is filtered using the weighted 3x3 windows shown below.

If, at a certain pixel position (¡, y) the two operators produce values X a¡d Y, the

local edge strength is calculated using Eqn. (4a). If the computation yields undesirable

computational overhead, the edge strength could also be calculated using Eqn. (4b).

-1 01 t21
-202and000
-1 0 1 -1 -2 -1

1

G=(x2+y2)t

G= lxl + lvl

(4aìl

(4b)

An estimate of the edge orientation can be computed using arctanY lX. The above

representation of the gradient is by no way unique. Another useful approximation is

the Roberts gradient which uses c¡oss-differences in computing local edge strength.

Another gradient operator approach to the edge extraction problem involves the use of

the fust derivative in order to detect changes in the intensity values along a path in an

image. Rapid changes in the image in a certain di¡ection is reflected by a large fust

derivative in the same di¡ection. For most images, rapid changes in intensity

correspond to the physical edges of objects in the image. Thus localized edges are

¡epresented by a large fust di¡ectional derivative, Taking the derivative of the peak

values will lead to zero ouçuts wherever d¡astic intensity changes appeared in the
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original image. Hence, rapid intensity changes or edges can be identifred by the loca-

tion of the zero crossing of Eqn. (5).

n2lG(x, y) * f (x, y)l (5)

The operator, D2, represents the second directional derivative. G(;, y) conesponds to

the Gaussian function that generates size scaled copies of the original, f (x,y)

represents the original image while * represents the convolution operation. Since the

Laplacian 1V2¡ is the only orientation-dependent second-order differential operator, it

was used to rewrite Eqn. (5).

The V2G(¡,y) operation in Eqn. (6) is regarded as the Laplacian ofa Gaussian or

LOG.

v21G1.r, y)" f (x,y)) (6)

The LOG function is ¡ealized via a bandpass filter. The convolution size of the win-

dow determines the resolution over which the filter will respond to intensity changes.

A large convolution window corresponds to a low center frequency in the bandpass

filter. This essentiaÌly means that low ftequency intensity changes will be detected.

As a result, the noise content of the extracted edges would be minimal since the noise

pixels are usually of high spatial frequencies. A high center frequency of the bandpass

filter corresponds to a small convolution window. The extracted edges using such a

window are usually quite sharp, but because of the fact that the convolution is per-

formed ove¡ high frequencies, noise contents of the image are picked up. Hence, the

LOG frlter will optimally detect intensity changes (edges) at various ranges of resolu-

tion, but a compromise must be made between the grain noise produced by high fre-

quency filtering and sharp edges produced by such a filter. Incidentally, there is a

rather unique type of gradient raken befi4)een pixels in order to extract local edge
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information. An edge between two pixels is calculated as l/ (x ) - f Øl , where ¡
and y are the coordinates of adjacent pixels. This technique is great for separating

local edges but lacks proper edge orientation.

A different approach to the edge extraction problem involves the convolution of a

series of rzas,ts corresponding to different possible orientations. This operation is

called template motching and has replaced the more abstract Kirsh represenration

shown in Eqn. (7).

k+l
S1-r¡ = ¡¡u*¡1, max¿ l/ (.r¿ )l

k-l

The Kirsh operator uses eight masks corresponding to the eight directions of the com-

pass. The template matching procedure consists of matching four templates with the

image. The orientation corresponding to the mask that produces the best match is

taken as the edge orientation at that point, and the magnitude of this match provides a

measure of the edge strength. The template matching procedure used for edge point

detection is quite simple. Consider the following template (window).

-1 -1 -1

-1 8-1
-1 -1 -1

The center of the template (value 8) is moved across the image from pixel to pixel.

At each position, each pixel of the image that is under rhe remplate is multiplied by

the appropriate entry in the template mask and then added. Hence, if the mask is sit-

ting upon a constant neighborhood, the result of the sum will be zero. If, however, a

boundary pixel is sitting in the middle of the tempiare mâsk, the ouçut sum will be

the maximum possible obtainable for that mask. When the boundary pixel is within

the mask, but not at the center location, a sum greater than zero will be produced.

This sum is a product of a low level match with the mask and will produce spurious

(7)
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edge results. Since these results a¡e low level, a clean edge extraction can be obtained

by thresholding these matches obtained by the off-centered boundary points. The

detection of lines using this procedure is slightly more complex and involves the use

of four template masks, each of which have a large weighted coeffrcient oriented in a

diffe¡ent direction. Figure 3.8 contains four templates used for line detection (pro-

posed by Frei and Chen [1977]).

010-1 01
.1 0-1 0 0 0

010 10-1

Figure 3.8: Template masks for edg€ extraction.

The thi¡d class of edge operators involves matching an ideal edge model to the

image data. This approach at edge detection was fust used by Hueckel and concems

the use of eight basic functions designed to describe an ideal step edge. The best

fltting edge was found by using the minimum mean-square enor. If the computed

edge is greater than a cenain tkeshold, and is a sufñciently good approximation to the

actual data, then an edge is deemed to exist. This algorithm is quite complex and does

not map onto a simple parallel architecture.

Recently, much has been published on the topic of optimal edge detection.

Lunsche¡ et al [15] cornment on the optimality of the Laplacian of a Caussian filter

(IOG). Guidelines a¡e set towards the selection of the Gaussian components standard

deviation, o¡ , which in tum determines the performance of the IOG filter. It was

found that the accuracy of the ze¡o-crossing varied with decreasing o¡. It was derived

t-2t-2t-2
-2 4-2 141
1-2t-2t-2
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upon the basis of square wave edges that the signal to noise ratio (SNR ) is gteater than

2.66ô whe¡e the parameter ô is related to the sample spacing T and the standa¡d devia-

tion o/ by T=ôo/. Accuracy in the presence of noise was found to be proportional to

the square root of the standa¡d deviation. An altemate approach to the edge extrâction

problem was proposed by Canny [16]. An adaptive thresholding with hysteresis was

used to eliminate streaking of edge contours. The th¡eshold was set according to the

amount of noise in the image. Because of the varying SNR in the image, feature syn-

thesis was used to predict the large operator responses from the smaller operators.

With this procedure, it is possible to describe edges that occur at different scales

though they are spatially coincident. Nalwa et al [17] presented a unique method rhar

extracts edges by fitting a series of one-dimensional su¡faces to each window that

traverses the image. Edges using this technique we¡e defined in terms of short linear

segments called edgels. The simulation results indicated that the proposed method was

superior to the Difference of Gaussian operator with respect to detection, localization

and resolution.

3,2,1 Edge Extraction cell

This section describes in detail an approach to the edge extraction problem which

uses a bina¡y local operator. This operator is unlike any of the three basic types

described earlier and does not require any complex calculations to detect intensity

changes in the local scene. As mentioned ea¡lier, multlresolution images can be

decomposed into a set of unary signals using th¡eshold decomposition. Each unary

line can then be processed via binary operators. The edge cell is one such binary

operator. The output of the edge cell follows the time evolution of cellular automata

rule 72. The edge operator is performed upon a tkee-pixel window which essentially

slides ac¡oss a binary bit sream and produces an output according to rule 72. The
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truth table for the rule 72, along with the sum of minterms representarion, is show in

Fig. 3.9. Implementing the edge cell using logic primitives would result in a design

which performs the desired task but would not be the optimal implementation.
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Figur€ 3.9: a) Truth tabl€ for c€llulâr automata rule 72,
b) Sum of minterms representation,

As in the binary median filter cell, the logic in Fig. 3.9 will be implemented using

Ea¡smission gate logic. Figure 3.10 contains the Eansmission gate implementation of

the binary edge cell logic. The efficient silicon layout of the edge cell would require

that the p and n transistors of each transmission gate be separated and grouped. Figure

3.1 1 shows such an implementation. The silicon layout of Fig. 3.1 1 is substantially

reduced because of the grouping of the p and n transistors. The p well sunounding

the ¡l tra¡rsistors could essentially be grounded out using one split contact. This is

compared to a logic primitive implementation where the n well of every cell is

grounded. Similarly, the p transistors can b€ easily be immersed in the appropriate

well (n+ laid upon p+ guard). The silicon layout of the edge cell is shown in Fig.

3.12.
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Figure 3.10: Transmission gate repr€sentation of binary edge celt.

As mentioned ea¡lier, with regards to the binary median filter cell, there is no

need to generate any of the complements shown in Fig. 3.10. They are provided by

the d-latch pairs. Each d-latch pair tepresent one window cell or one storage element.

Hence, the three pixel window operation is performed by piping the input bit stream

though the th¡ee sets of dlatches. By the time rhe thûd d-latch pair presenrs irs con-

tents to the binary edge operator, the other two bits are already present at the input of

the cell. Therefore, there is a two clock pulse delay associated with the processing of

a binary input bit stream. Figure 3.13 shows the silicon layout of the binary edge

operator with its th¡ee pixel window. This design accepts data when clock is high and

presents extraction information when clock bar is high (clock and clock ba¡ are non-

overlapping). As in the fllter situation, the speed of the design in Fig. 3.12 is
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Figure 3.11: Transmission gate r€presentâtion of binary edge cell
with p and n hånsistors grouped.

dependent upon the input which experiences the maximum fanout. Examination of

Fig. 3.11 shows that the input L is required to charge two p and two n transistors as

well as the associated inte¡connections when the select lines ,g and R are high and low

respectively. Simulation results (timing simulator) show that the speed of the edge

operator is estimated at 45 MHz . As predicted above, an inc¡ease in the switching

speed of the clocks produced indeterminate stares whenever the three pixel window

contained a sequence with S high and R low.

The clocking scheme required for the edge cell is identical to that of the filter

cell. Figure 3.14 shows a sample input bit stream and the clocking necessary to

operate upon the input data. At this point, it is assumed that each input bit stream has

been filtered using the binary median filter mentioned. As in the median cell, there is

a two clock pulse delay because of the three-pixel local operation performed. The fust

and last bits of the input data stream were duplicated for the same reason as in the

i
L

L

L
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Figure 3.12: Silicon layout of binary edge cell.
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Figure 3.I3: Silicon layout of three pixel binary edge operator.
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bina¡y median filter cell. That is, it is necessary to have the fust and last bits of the

input data stream centered upon the three pixel window before the fust and last valid

edge information is ¡ecorded. As indicated in Fig. 3.14, a¡d mentioned earlier, the

input is latched when clock is high, and the output is available when clock bar is high.

comparison of the intensity change in the input and flagged edge locations in the rhi¡d

¡ow shows the accuracy with which the edge operator identifies edge locations.

CIock

Clk ban

Input

0utput

Edge 1oc. 001000100
\-/ contains duplicated input bits

Figure 3.14: Sample input bit stÌeam to binary edge operator,

A few comments are in order regarding the choice of cellula¡ automata rule 72.

Simulations were performed and a design was implemented based upon cellula¡ auto-

maton number 126. This cell essentially flagged an edge whenever a 1 occurred in the

three-pixel window. The problem with such a rule is that ir produces two-pixel thick

edges and also fails to properly localize the true edge. This is so since the edge pixel

which represents the intensity jump is flagged twice. Once at the (0 0 1) window

location and then at the (0 1 1) window location for an increasing edge (similarly at (1
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1 0) and then at (1 0 0) for a decreasing edge). In addition to that, sequences such as

(0 1 0) and (1 0 1), which should not occrrr due to the fact that the bit stream was

filtered before entering the edge cell, were accounted for in the logic realization of rule

126. Rule number 72 essentially flags an edge when the edge pixel is centered upon

the three-pixel window, thus producing a one pixel thick edge. The design complexiry

is greatly reduced by assuming that the sequences (0 1 0) and (1 0 1) will not occur in

the input bit sream.
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CHAPTER 4

Multi-level processing

It is at this stage of the design procedure that a decision must be made regarding

the use of the techniques developed thus far. The use of th¡eshold decomposition to

decompose a multi-level image into its unary components was addressed in chapter 2.

once decomposed, each unary component of the signal can then be processed using

the two binary signal processing operators developed in chapter 3. Hence, to perform

any operation upon an n-bit multi-level input sequence, each n-bit pixel would have to

be decomposed into its 2¿ unary components. As ¿ gets larger, it is easy to fo¡esee

the problems that the th¡eshold decomposer would encounter. A procedure must be

found which reduces the number of decomposed lines to be processed while still main-

taining as much of the original information as possible. Exhaustive simulations and

comparisons have been performed on th¡ee possible techniques of processing an g-bit

(hence, 256 decomposed unary lines) input stream of data. The procedure chosen

among the th¡ee would ideally have to perform equally well for filtering and edge

extraction since the binary operators will both be applied to each decomposed line.

The fust of the th¡ee procedures concerns the decomposition of the g-bit input

into 256 unary signals. Binary operations can then be performed upon each signal

level. The decomposition of the 8-bit input into 256 lines retains a1l of the featu¡es of

an image. However, the implementation of such a decomposition design would not be

feasible using the cu¡¡ent technology. This is so because the silicon area grows

exponentially with the numbe¡ of grey levels. If the number of grey levels required in
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application is assumed to grow logarithmically with the problem size instance parame-

ter, this would present no real problem asymptoticâlly. But, as design decisions must

be made in the non-asymptotic limit, this may pose a serious implementation con-

strai¡t. The second procedure concerns placing emphasis upon a certain f¡action of the

8-bit input. More precisely, emphasis is placed upon a certain number of the most

significant bits. A ¡esult of this procedure would be the elimination of low level

changes that occur in the image. Simulations were performed with the lower 4 bits of

an 8-bit input stripped off. Hence, the 4 most significant bits were decomposed via a

4x16 decomposer and then processed using the binary edge and filter operators. Strip-

ping off a certain f¡action of an 8-bit input is much like quantizing that image by the

weighted value of the number of bits stripped off. Hence, an edge extracto¡ could

conceivably produce false contou¡s at the steps produced by the quantization. Finally,

this procedure does not make optimal use of the design technology (i.e available sili-

con area).

A design technique is therefore needed which makes use of th¡eshold decomposi-

tion and the two binary operators (edge and frlter) to design an edge extractor and

median filter whose complexity is kept within the design technology (3 um double

layer metal). This design must also utilize and make available certain information (

i.e. edge boundaries) based upon the enti¡e frequency range of the original image. A

third alternate procedure performs such a task. The 8-bit input is processed by

separating it into two sets of 4 bits. The 4 most significant and the 4 least significant

bits are processed using identical processing blocks. The ouçuts from each 4-bit

extractor (filter) are then combined to form an 8-bit multi-level signal which has been

processed using binary operators. The rationale is to maintain the $oss derails with

the upper 4 bits as well as the subtler features with the lower 4 bits.
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4.1 4-Bit extrâctor (filter)

A primary step in the construction of a design which filters and exracts the edges

of an image represented by 256 grey levels (8-bits) was the design of a building block

which accepts and processes (via edge and filter operators) a 4-bit input. The 4-bit

extractor (filter) cell operates in 4 basic stages. The fust stage of operation concerns

the decomposition of the 4-bit multi-level input into 16 unary signals. The design and

operation of the 4x16 decomposer was desc¡ibed in detail in Chapter 2. Stage two

concems the processing of each una¡y signal. This is accomplished by passing each

unary signal through the binary median filte¡ and edge extraction operators. The filter

and extraction cells are cascaded in such a manner that the output of the median filter

operator is piped into the tlnee-pixel sliding window of the edge operâtor. Figure 4.1

contains a schematic of the cascaded frlter and edge extraction ope¡ators.

Figure 4.1: Cascåded filter and edge operators.

filter operaton
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The input data is latched through the three-pixel window via two inverting non-

overlapping clock sequences (see Fig. 3.7). The siìicon layout of the cascaded filter

and edge operators is shown in Fig. 4.2. This design occupies 37 4x945 um2 on a 5

urn gnd. Hence, the actual silicon area of the cascaded filter-extractor operator is

224x567 umz (a scaling factor of 0.6 is applied because of 3 urz technology). The

speed of the cascaded filter and edge operators can be deduced from its components.

Each input bit Eaverses eight nodes in the filter and extraction process. Six of these

nodes are d-latch pairs which have a set up time of approximately 5 ns. The other

two nodes are the edge and filter operators. Due to the serial nature of the filter-

exEactor operation (see Fig. 4.1), the switching speed of the enti¡e design is govemed

by the switchíng speed of its slowest node. In this particular case, the exmcdon and

filter nodes operate at the same speed ( 45 MHz). Hence, the speed of operation of

the cascaded filter-extractor operator is approximately 45 MHz .

The filter and edge extraction of each unary component of the 4-bit input is per-

formed simultaneously. Hence, after 31 ns delay (9 ns for decomposer and 22 ns for

cascaded fiiter-extractor operator), the filtered extraction of each line is available.

Each line assumes a logical 0 or i; 1 if that particular line is within an edge transition.

Depending upon the grey levels of the pixei involved at the edge transition, the

number of 1s produced by the filter-extraction operators could conceivably be as much

as 15. Hence, a normal encoder would not be able to process the 16 bits made avail-

able by the above operators. Therefore, some preprocessing must be performed upon

the 16 bits prior to encoding. This preprocessing is performed at the third stage of the

4-bit extractor (filter) and involves the selection of one of the active lines for normal

encoding. The select circuit essentially contains 16 sets of a logic circuit which selects

the highest active and retains its logic level. The remaining active lines are then set

low. This ci¡cuit is basically a 2-input AND gate whe¡e one input is the k-th line
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Figure 4.2: Silicon layout of câscaded edge and filter operators,



coming from the cascaded filter-extraction operators and the second input is the com-

plement of the (,t+1)-¡å line.

The final stage of operation of the 4-bit extractor (filter) involves the encoding of

the above selected line. Figure 4.3 contains the truth table of the 16x4 encoder as well

as the logic rule necessary to implement such a function. As indicated, the encoder

requires 7 4-input and 4 2-input OR gates. The silicon layout of the 16x4 encoder is

shown in Fig. 4.4. This design occupies 1431x248 um2 on a 5 um gnd. In silicon,

the design occupies 859x149 um2 73 um fabrication). The speed of operation of the

encoder can be estimated by determining which of the 15 input lines experiences the

maximum fanout. It is obvious from Fig. 4.3 that the input line /ts must drive the

maximum number of gates and will the¡efore be the limiting speed factor.

Figure 4.3: Truth table and logic representatiOn of 1óx4 encoder.
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This line must drive 3 4-input OR gates as well as the associated interconnections.

The estimated switching speed of the l6x4 encoder is 6 ns .

A logic level representation of the 4-bit extractor (filter) is shown in Fig 4.5. The

operators block contains 16 cascaded filter-exEactor operators. The physical layout of

the logic in Fig 4.5 is not necessarily the manner in which the 4-bit exuactor (filter)

would be placed in silicon. The simple placement and wiring of the cells are for

demonstration purposes only. The actual layout of the 4-bit extractor (filter) in silicon

can be seen in Fig. 4.ó. This representation of the 4-bit extractor (filter) is the result

of plotting a cif frle representing fou¡ mask levels. They are the diffusion level

(green), metall level (blue), metâ12 level (black) and the polysilicon level (red). This

design occupies 4027x2241 um2 on a 5 um grid. The actual silicon a¡ea of the above

design is therefore 2416x1345 um2 (3 um technology). The functional blocks of the

4-bit extracto¡ (filter) were placed in such a manner as to maximize the use of silicon

area while preparing the design for further cascading. Also, the use of the second

layer of metal was kept at a minimum while designing the functional blocks. The

advantage of this is the that wiring of the functional blocks become a trivial task since

the second layer of metal can route over the othe¡ mask levels.

There are two special features of the 4-bit exEactor (filter) that a¡e worth men-

tioning. Firstly, any edge generated will be highlighted in the larger of the two grey

levels which form the transition. This is so since the highest active output from the

filter-extractor cells is isolated and encoded. The second feature of the 4-bit extractor

(filte¡) is that we are presented with the gradient or the step size of each edge transi-

tion prior to selecting the highest active line. This feature is quite significant if one is

only interested in flagging edges of a certain gradient size. Specifically, some edges

such as those created by shadows may not be wonh identifying and therefo¡e could be

removed by thresholding the gradient image prior to processing.
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Figure 4,4: Silicon layout of 4x16 encoder.
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Figure 4.5: 4-Bit extractor (filter),

Thus far, the logic descriptions and operation of the functional blocks which form

the 4-bit extractor (frlter) have been examined in detail. To give the reader a good feel

for the giobal operation of this design, a 4-bit one-dimensional input stream of data

will be processed step by step to produce a filtered extracted ouçut. Figure 4.7 traces

the input bit stream from decomposition to encoding. For demonsEation purposes, the

input data contains two root signals with an intensity change separatilg the two roots.

The fust local root signal is represented by grey level 6. This signal also contains a

noise pixel represented by grey level 13. The second local root signal is represented

by grey level 9. Note that the fust and last pixels are each duplicated twice. This is

to ensure that the first valid input bit (thùd pixel from left) resides in the center posi-

tion of the three-pixel window before any extraction information from the 4-bit extrac-

tor (frlter) is recorded. It was necessary to duplicate the fust and last pixel twice since
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Figur€ 4.6: Siticon layout of 4-bit extractor (filter).
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Figure 4.7: Operation of 4-bit extractor (filter) upon input dâtâ.

both the edge and filter operations are performed upon a three-pixel window. As men-

tioned earlie¡, and is also obvious here, the decomposition procedure simply sets

inputl6+1 lines high. The filtered output is obøined as a three-pixel window slides

across each decomposed line and performs a local fiiter operation based upon cellular

automata rule 232 (See section 3.1.2). Each decomposed line is processed simultane-

ously. Since the noise pixel was isolated (random noise), it was removed easily by the

above majority content rule (rt:le 232). The exraction procedure is much the same as

that of the filter in that a three-pixel window moves across each decomposed line and

performs an operation based upon a particul cellular automata rule. ln this case, the

rule used is rule number 72 and corresponds to edge extraction (See section 3.2). The
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extracted information not only contains the location of the local edge, but also indi-

cates the size of the edge (gradient). In this particular case, the size of the gradient is

3 grey levels since the edge was created by an intensity jump from grey levels 6 to 9.

The exuacted information is then processed via a select cell. This is a 16 input, 16

output cell which simply selects the highest active line (position 10 counting from the

bottom) and retains its logic level. The remaining active lines that compose the gra-

dient are set low. After selection of the highest active gradient line, the extracted

information is then encoded to produce a filtered exEaction of the input bit stream.

Comparison of the six 4-bit inputs to the extracted ouçut show the precision with

which this design localized an edge. A few wo¡ds regarding the clocking scheme a¡e

in order. Due to the fact that both the edge and the filter operators perform their

binary operations upon a three-pixel local neighborhood, valid filtered extracted infor-

mation is not available until after six clock pulses.

Two special featu¡es of the 4-bit extractor (filter) were mentioned earlier. They

are the gradient and the edge pixel representation. The pixel which represents a local

edge is the larger of the two grey levels which fo¡m the intensity jump. This is so

since the highest (weighted value) active line representing the gradient is selected and

encoded. This selection was by choice and greatly simplifies the hardwa¡e necessary

for the selection of one line for subsequent encoding. The availability of the gradient

informarion was made possible by the choice of the extraction rule ( cellular automata

rlle 72) coupled with the nature of the decomposition procedure. Recall that rule 72

outputs a 0 whenever the three-pixel window contains a 111 o¡ 000 sequence. Hence,

with reference to Fig.4.7, the extraction operator would ouçut 0s for the 8x6 rec-

tangular block of 0s as well as the 8x7 rectangular block of 1s. However, the transi-

tion zone (8x3 block of 0s followed by ls) will be flagged at each unary level that

comprises the zone. The¡efore, the number of levels that comprise the transition zone
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represent the edge step (gradient) and is represented as such in Fig, 4.7.

4.2 B-Bit extractor (filter)

This section detai-ls the ñlter and extraction of an 8-bit multi-level input data

stream. This operation is performed by segmenting each 8-bit input into two 4-bit

blocks. The two 4-bit blocks of data a¡e processed simultaneously via two 4-bit

extractor (filter) processing blocks. Therefore, after each clock pulse, each processing

block ouçuts a 4-bit edge pixel as well as 16 binary lines representing the gradient of

the edge pixel. The two sets of 4-bits presented by the processing blocks could be

stacked upon each other to produce an 8-bit filtered extraction of the input data. This

procedure would not be desi¡able since a considerable amount bit of error is inFo-

duced (maximum of 242 grey level). It is necessary to produce the exact value of the

edge pixel since it is required by the combination procedure used to produce an 8-bit

gradient f¡om two 4-bit gradients (section 4.3). It was therefore necessary to manipu-

late the ouçuts of each 4-bit extractor (filter) in order to produce a filtered extraction

of an 8-bit input. The manipulation was performed by a decision block which essen-

tially utilizes delay banks (each producing a multiple of one clock pulse delay), com-

parators and basic logic primitives in the process of selecting the appropriate 8-bit out-

put.

The procedure is quite straight forward and revolves a¡ound the output of the

upper 4-bit processing block. This is so because of the weighted value of the upper 4

bits of an 8-bit input. It was stated ea¡lier that an edge pixel is represented by the

larger of the two grey levels which form the intensity change. In order to clearly gen-

eralize the above statement, one must detach oneself from the decomposition and

encoding processes and just imagine a three-pixel window containing three 4-bit

multi-level pixels. If the contents of the window are identical, the multi-level operator
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produces a zero output (indicating a local root signai). If, however, the contents of the

window a¡e different, the operator would output the largest pixel in that window. The

4-bit processing block discussed in the previous section (4.1) performs the above tasks

but does so on a binary level. It ís therefore important of think of the 4-bit processing

block of section 4.1 as a three-pixel multi-level operator which filte¡s the three-pixel

window ând then performs an extraction operation according to the above mentioned

rules.

With rhese concepts clarified, the procedure empioyed in creating an 8-bit flltered

extraction from the outputs of the two 4-bit processing blocks can now be outlined.

The fust step is to check the status of the upper 4-bit extracted output. If the contents

of the three-pixel window of the 4-bit processing block are identical, the status of the

4-bit ouçut is inactive (all lines are logical 0). If, however, the contents are not simi-

lar, the status of the output of the processing block is active (at ieast one line is logical

1). The status of the 4-bit ouçut of the upper processing block is determined by

ORing the four lines via a 4 input OR-gate. An active 4-bit output will produce an

output of 1 from the OR gate while an inactive line produces a 0. Simultaneously, the

status of the 4-bit output of the lower processing block is determined using an identical

procedure (4 input OR). Once the status of the upper and lower 4-bit processing

blocks are known, the actual upper 4-bit ouçut can be determined. This in tum is

instrumental in the the appropriate selection of the 4 lower output bits. The procedure

is as follows. The upper and lower status lines represent the four possible combina-

tions shown below.

lower 0101
0011
abcd

upper
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a) The fact that both the upper and lower status lines are low (inactive) indicates an

8-bit local root signal existing in the upper and lower 4-bit processing blocks.

Hence, the 8-bit ouçut (which shouid be zero) is taken directly from the process-

ing blocks.

ln this situation, the upper status line is i¡active (representing either a local root

or zero signal) while the lower status line is active. Hence, the center pixel of

the three-pixel window which produced the uppei inactive status line is used as

the upper 4-bit output (this output is eithe¡ zero or the value of the root). This is

accomplished by simply delaying each input by an amount equal to the delay pro-

duced by the 4-bit processing block. Each pixel position in the three-pixel win-

dow requires a different delay time in order to ensure that the delayed input and

the processed input are availabie simultaneously. The logic required to perform

the selection is quite basic. The complement of the upper søtus line is ANDed

with the lower status line producing select line F. This line is then used to

enable or disable the contents of a delay bank which contains the unprocessed

center pixel of the three-pixel window. If enabled (as in this case), the contents

of the delay bank is ORed with the actual 4-bit ouçut of the upper processing

block (which is zero in this case).

In this third siuation, the upper status iine is active while the lower status line is

inactive. This essentially indicates a local intensity change existing in the th¡ee-

pixel window of the upper 4-bit processing block with a local root signal existing

in the three-pixel window of the lower processing block. As a result, the upper

4-bit ouçut comes directly from the upper 4-bit processing block. This was pos-

sible since the select line F (case b above) is low thus disabling the contents of

b)

c)
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the upper delay bank. The iower 4 bits on the other hand comes directly from

the input via a lower delay bank. The center pixel is delayed and made available

simultaneously with the 4-bit ouçut of the lower processing block. A high on

the upper status line selects the contents of the lower delay bank. This ouçut is

then ORed with the actual ouçut of the lower 4-bit processing block which has

been disabled by the complement of the upper status line.

d) The final situation that could possibly exist is the one where both the upper and

lower status lines a¡e high. This situation is most likely to exist and indicates

intensity changes within the three-pixel windows of both the upper and lower pro-

cessing blocks. The ouçut of the upper 4-bit processing block will naturally be

chosen as the upper 4-bit output (see case c for procedwe) because of its

weighted va-lue. The problem now lies in the choice of a lower 4-bit output.

Unlike the three previous cases, the lower 4-bits could come from either of the

three positions of the three-pixel window. The position chosen depends upon the

position of the upper 4-bit ouçut in the upper three-pixel window. The positions

are found by the use of simple comparators. The upper 4-bit output is fust com-

pared to the center pixel of the three-pixel window (as mentioned earlier, the con-

tents of the three-pixel window are available prior to extraction via delay banks).

If equal, select lines are generated which choose the delayed center pixel, of the

Iower three-pixel window, as the lower 4-bit output. If not equal, the upper 4-bit

output is then compared to the pixel to the left of the center pixel. If found to be

equal, the corresponding lower delayed input is chosen as the lower 4-bit output

via select lines generated by the above equality. If not equal however, it is

assumed that the upper 4-bit output is a result of the pixel to the right of the

center pixel. Therefore, the appropriate right pixel of the lower three-pixel
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window is delayed and used as the lower 4-bit output. The comparators men-

tioned above are simple bit by bit comparators. Each line of a 4-bit representa-

u.on 1s XORed with the appropriate line of the second 4-bit representation. The

fou¡ XOR oulputs are then ORed via a 4 input OR gate. The OR gate outputs a

0 if the two 4-bits are equal and a 1 if they are not. The need to find the

appropriate bottom 4 bits may not b€ obvious at fust. Figure 4.8 depicts a situa-

tion where it would be necessary to scan the lower three-pixel window for the

lower 4-bit ouçut.
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Figure 4.8: &ample of selection of lower 4 bits for 8-bit outpuL

As mentioned ea¡lier, each 4-bit processing block selects the largest pixel in their

appropriate three-pixel windows. In this case, the largest pixel of the lower th¡ee

pixel window does not conespond to the largest pixel in the upper window.

Hence, the location of the upper 4-bit ouçut in the three-pixel window must be

found. Once the position is known (right of center pixel), the appropriate lower 4

bits are found ( 0010) and appended to the output of the upper 4-bit processing
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Figure 4,9: Block diagram of 8.bit €xtractor (filter).

block to fo¡m an 8-bit ouçut.

Figure 4.9 shows a block diagram of the 8-bit extractor (filter). The delay banks

a¡e constructed using d-latch pairs (same as the three-pixel windows of each binary

operator). The upper delay bank only requires the delay of the center pixel (4 clock

pulse delay) and the pixel to the left of the center pixel (3 clock pulse delay). If the

ouçut of the 4-bit processing block is not equal to either of the above, it is assumed

that it is equal to the pixel to the right of the center pixel. The lower delay bank

required the delay of all th¡ee elements of the three-pixel window (3, 4 and 5 clock

pulses). Therefo¡e, each pixel of a three-pixel window is made available simultaneous

with the 4-bit flltered exraction of that window. Figure 4.10 shows the process by
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which this is possible. From the instant prior to a pixel entering the three-pixel win-

dow of the filter operator, to the time that extraction information is available concern-

ing that pixel and its local neighbors, the clock has advanced six clock pulses. How-

ever, the pixel of interest has only traversed five window locations; three across the

filter operator and two across the edge operator up to the center pixel position. This

discrepancy is due to the fact that the duplicate pixel must be latched into the right-

most pixel position of the extractor operator. Basically, the delay banks present the

unfiltered contents of the exEactor window for comparison. One can easily recognize

this as a possible source of enor. If the delayed input happens to be a noise pixel, this

would produce enoneous results when comparing the output of the processing block to

the contents of its window prior to extraction. The pixel positions R, S and L are the

sarne as in Fig. 3.2. The order is ¡eversed since the data is piped into the delay banÌ

from left to right (as viewed by the reader). With reference to Fig 4.9 once more, the

decision block essentially uses the 4-bit ouçut of each 4-bit processing block as well

as delay banks in orde¡ to produce an 8-bit filtered extraction of an 8-bit multi-level

input sequence.

. tcr-l€ a.1l| t.tÈ
(r) (s' (L)

Figure 4.10: Delay bank structure,
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4.3 Gradient

The 8-bit extractor (fiIter) discussed in the previous section performs well upon

an image which contains distinct root signals separated by intensity jumps. An edge is

flagged using the larger of the two grey levels which form the intensity jump regard-

less of the magnitude of the intensity change. However, if the original image contains

a continuous gradient between distinct object features, the above design did not per-

form as well. The object boundaries as well as the varying gradient in between are

flagged as potential edge pixels. As one can imagine, the output filtered extraction

will resemble the input image. Small intensity changes due to shadows , reflections

etc., will appear in the extracted image. This severely impairs the function of the

extractor by flagging irrelevant edge pixels. Hence, a method is needed which ignores

small intensity changes (such as shadows a¡d constant gradients) in an image prior to

presenting rhe exEacted information.

Reca-il that each 4-bit processing block produces the gradient of each transition in

addition to the value of the pixel representing the transition (edge). Therefore, what is

really needed is a method of producing an 8-bit gradient from the two 4-bit gradients

produced by the 4-bit processing blocks. The process by which this is accomplished is

quite straight forward and depends upon the type of local edges resident in the th¡ee-

pixel windows of the upper and lower processing blocks. There a¡e fou¡ possible edge

combinations that could exist within the two three-pixel windows.

1) Figure 4.1ia shows one such combination where the upper 4-bit processing block

contains a local increasing edge within its three-pixel window while the lower

processing block contains a decreasing edge. As indicated, the gradient that

would be produced if 256 line decomposition were performed is 119 grey levels.
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The creation of the above gradient (119 grey levels) from the two 4-bit gradients

(8 and 9 grey levels) is trivial if one recalls the weighted values placed upon the

upper and lowe¡ 4 bits of an 8-bit pixel representation. That is, a one-bit change

in the upper 4 bits of an 8-bit pixel represents a 16 grey level change while a one

bit change in the lower 4 bits only represents a single grey level change. A simi-

lar situation exists for the upper and lower 4-bit gradients shown in Fig. 4.11a

where each 4-bit gradient is represented by 16 binary lines. Equation 8 represents

the manner in which the upper (Ur) and the lower (L, ) 4 bit-g¡adients are com-

bined to form an 8-bit gradient (1r). In this panicular situation, the total gradient

(2, ) is 119 gtey levels (the weighted upper gradient minus the lower gradient).

Ts=16 x Ue- Le (8)
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Figure 4.11: Local edge orientations witbin upper and lower 3'Pixel windows

2) The second of the four possible combinations concems the situation where a local

decreasing edge exists within the three-pixel window of the upper 4-bit processor

while a local increasing edge exists within the lower 4-bit processor (see Fig'
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Figure 4,12: Local edg€ orientations witbin upper and lower 3-pixel windows

4.11b). The resultant gradient can be described once more by Eqn. (8) and is cal-

culated as 119 grey ievel.

3) Figure 4.i2a concems a case where the three-pixel window of both the upper and

lower 4-bit processing blocks contains local increasing edges. In this situation,

the calculation of the 8-bit gradient is governed by Eqn. (9). The 8-bit gradient

(I, ) is calculated as the sum of the lower gradient (1) and the weighted upper

g¡adient (16x3).

Tr=16 x ur+ L,

4) The final case involves the situation where the three-pixei windows of both the

upper and lower 4-bit processors contain local decreasing edges. This situation is

similar to the one above and can b€ modeled using the same equation (Eqn. (9)).

Hence, the 8-bit gradient is once more calculated as the sum of the lower gradient

(i) and the weighted upper gradient (16x3).
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It is obvious from the above four situations that the combination procedure will

always follow one of the two equations. The upper and lower 4-bit gradients are com-

bined using Eqn. (8) whenever the direction of the upper and lower local edges are

different. However, if the upper and lower local edges are in the same direction (both

increasing or decreasing), the gradients a¡e combined using Eqn. (9). A simple toggle

switch is used to indicaie which of the above two equations applies to the two 4-bit

gradients. The logic necessary to produce such a switch is shown in Fig 4.i3.

Figure 4.13: Select line logÍc for gradient r€combination.

The inputs Ã and B are select lines generated by the comparators. Inputs A low

and B high indicate a local decreasing edge existing within the three-pixel window of

the upper 4-bit processing block. The two 4-bit inputs C and E are the ouçut from
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the lower 4-bit processing block and the 4-bit content of the window to the left of the

center (of the lower three-pixel window) respectively. With C and E equal (output of

the comparator is 0), and with A low and B high, the output C, wiJl be high indicat-

ing decreasing slopes within both the upper and lower three-pixel windows. Hence

Eqn. (9) will be used to combine the two 4-bit gradients. Similarly, with C and F

equal and with A and B low, Cr will be high indicating increasing slopes within the

two tkee-pixel windows. Any combinations of the inputs other than the ones just

described will result in C, being low indicating that the slopes of the local edges exist-

ing within the upper and lowe¡ three-pixel windows a¡e different. Hence, the 8-bit

gradient is formed using Eqn. (8).

The 8-bit extractor therefore provides two types of information conceming each

intensity change. The local edge is identified by highlighting the edge position with

the larger of the two gtey ievels which form the íntensity change. Also, the gradient of

the intensity change is available in the form of two sets (one set for each 4-bit proces-

sor) of 16 bina¡y lines and one select line Cr which determines which of the two equa-

tions (8 or 9) must be used to produce an 8-bit gradient from two 4-bit gradients.



CHAPTER 5

Simulations

The detailed simulation of any algorithm prior to implementation is an essential

step in the design process. It can save the designer time while giving him a good indi-

cation of the functionality of the design. Simulation was panicularly important in this

case since the enti¡e design (8-bit extractor(filter)) is a iocal multi-level operator which

assumes nothing about the global featu¡es of the image to be processed. Hence, the

simulation program not only checked the functionality of the 8-bit processing block,

but a.lso built an environment around the design in order to check for the global func-

tionality of the 8-bit operator. It was particularly important here as simulation guided

the development of the cellular automata algorithms which, due to the mathematical

intractability, makes the application and utilization somewhat ad hoc. Th¡ee different

algorithms were simulated and compared on the basis of frlter performance and

extracted information.

5.1 Simulation Procedure

Prior to presenting some simulation results, a few words are in order conceming

the simulation procedure. The 8-bit extractor (filter) described in Chapter 4 is a

multllevel seriai operator. This serial approach to the described image processing

tasks allows the input image to be piped in serially tluough the multllevel operator.

Therefore, the enti¡e image is processed by processing the vertical and horizontal one-

dimensional scans separately. A system would therefore be built a¡ound the 8-bit



operator. The system would be responsible for piping the horizontal and vertical scan

lines through the design. The simulation procedue used here produces eight image

anays. Two of these Íurays contain extraction information produced by the vertical

and horizontal scan lines. The creation of an 8-bit flltered extracted image from one

vertical and one horizontal filtered extracted image is quite straight forward. The vert-

ical and horizontal frltered exeacted images are compared at each pixel position. The

larger of the two pixels is chosen to represent the edge pixel at that location. Of the

remaining six arrays, three are produced by each scanning di¡ection. Using the situa-

don where vertical scans are piped through the 8-bit operator as an example, one array

contains the upper 4-bit gradient while the second array contains the lower 4-bit gra-

dient. The third array contains a binary control line at each pixel position. A 1 at any

pixel position (i,j) means that the gradient of the above two arays at that (i,l) posi-

tion will be combined using Eqn. (9) of Sec. 4.3, while a 0 indicates that Eqn. (8) will

be used in the combination process. Hence, an array containing the control lines Ct

(see Sec. 4.3) is used to combine the upper and lower 4-bit vertical gradients in the

production of an 8-bit vertical gadient. A simila¡ procedure is performed upon the

tbree aÍays (two gradient and one control) produced by scanning in the horizontal

di¡ection. In order tò produce an 8-bit gradient array that has been processed both

vertically and horizontally, the vertical and horizontal 8-bit gradient arays are com-

bined in the same manner as the edge arrays. That is, a pixel by pixel comparison is

made and the larger gtadient is used to form the 8-bit gradient image. The manipula-

tion of the above eight arrays produced by the vertical and horizontal scans of the

input image is performed by a utility program. This program accepts the above eight

arrays as well as a tkeshold level as inputs. After constructing the edge and gradient

aFays, the threshold value is used to limit the intensity changes that a-re to be

highlighted using the appropriate edge pixel. The program listed in Appendix A
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performs the necessary array manipulation upon the eight anays produced by piping

the input image into the 8-bit multi-ievel operator.

5.2 Fitter Simulation

The median filter performs as a prefilter to edge detection and operates upon the

input data in its decomposed form. In addition to the fiiter algorithm implemented for

the 8-bit extractor (filter), two other algorithms are simulated for comparison. It was

mentioned earlier that subsequent to filtering, each decomposed unary line is extracted

prior to selection and encoding. For the simulation of the filter operation, the decom-

posed lines will be recombined (selected and encoded) subsequent to flltering.

Figure 5.1 contains the cross sections of frve images, each of which were dis-

placed for visual purposes. The fust cross section, marked by xJ, represents a slice of

a l28xl28 image containing 256 pixels of random noise ranging from 0 to 255 grey

levels. This particular c¡oss section contains only two obvious noise pixels. The noise

comrpted image was then frltered using the median filter technique described in the

previous chapter. That is, the upper and lower 4 bits of each 8-bit input are filtered

separately via two 4-bit filters. The outputs are then simply stacked upon each other

thus producing an 8-bit filtered output (though it was not stated explicitly, this is

essentially the nature of the 8-bit filter procedure described in section 4.2). The result

of the above procedure can be seen in the second cross section of Fig. 5.1 (marked by

+s). As shown, the 8-bit median filter essentially performs a smoothing function on

the noisy image. The power in the flltering technique implemented in Chapter 4 not

only lies in its simplicity, but also compâres well with other median filter algorithms.

One such algorithm involves the decomposition of each 8-bit input into 256 unary

components. The filter operator is then performed upon each unary signal level prior

to selection and encoding.
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Figure 5.1: Cross s€ctions of filtered ímag€s.

This would be the ideal median füter algorithm to implement since all of the details of

the image are preserved within the 256 decomposed lines. However, as mentioned

ea¡iier, this method presents a severe restriction on the available silicon area. In any

event, the results a¡e used as a standard measure to which the other techniques should

approximate as closely as possible. The thi¡d cross section of Fig. 5.1 (marked by

asterisks) is the result of filtering using the above technique. A second filtering tech-

nique to which the 8-bit filte¡ of Chapter 4 is compared concerns the filtering of the

upper 4 bits of each 8-bit input.

ilQ
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Figure 5.2: a) noise corrupted image. c) filter¡ng viâ 256 line decomposit¡on.
b) fittering via 2 4-bit filters' d) filtering via top 4 bits.

This technique essentially filters a quantized image since the finer details contained

within the lower 4 bits are removed. The output of such a filter is shown in the last

cross section of Fig. 5.1 (marked by boxes). A consequence of the quantization step is

the magniflcation of certain small intensity changes. This is evident at three pixel

locations in the above cross section. Figure 5.2 contains the actual images which pro-

duced the cross section of Fig. 5.i. Figure 5.2a contains a fairly detailed noise cor-

rupted image. The result of filtering such an image using two 4-bit filters is shown in

Fig. 5.2b. Close examination of Fig. 5.2b shows a slight blurring caused by the

separate filtering of the two 4 bits. Figure 5.2c was produced by decomposing each

8-bit input into 256 unary signals and then filtering each un¿ìry component. Com-

parison of the images in Figs. 5.2b and 5.2c show very little difference in detail

preservation. Figure 5.2d contains the result of filtering the upper 4 bits of each 8-bit



input of the image in Fig. 5.2a. The potential false edge bounda¡ies each quantization

step could produce is apparent from the abrupt transitions seen in Fig. 5.2d. The

choice of aìgorithm was therefore justified based upon its superiority over the 4-bit

filter with regards to detaii preservation a¡d the accuracy with which it approximates

the 8-bit filter via 256 decomposed lines.
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A few words concerning some convergence properties of the median filter a¡e in

orde¡. It was conjectured [14] that the number of passes required for the convergence
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of a k-level signal, of length I and window width 2N+1, is govemed by Eqn. (1) of

Chapter 3. However, since the median filter performs a smoothing function, repeated

application tends to blur some of the sharp edges of the image. Figure 5.3 contains

the cross section of two images. One c¡oss section (showing distinct intensity jumps)

has been filtered using one pâss of the median filte¡. The second cross section is taken

from an image which was produced by applying ten successive passes of the median

frlter to the noisy image. The two cross sections compared well except for a few

regions. It is easy to see from Fig. 5.3 how multiple passes of the median filter could

conceivably destroy some of the subtle¡ details of an image. Therefore, for the pur-

pose of this thesis, we found it unnecessary to perform more than one pass of the

median filter. This also served to reduce the design complexity.

5.3 Extraction (filter) Simulation

This section presents the result of passing an image through the 8-bit extractor

(frlter) described in Chapter 4. Once more, simulation results using the implemented

algorithm is presented fust. Two other methods are then compared to this algorithm

on the basis of useful exFacted information and design complexity. As mentioned ea¡-

lier, the gradient image resulting f¡om each exEaction procedure will be th¡esholded

using various threshold levels prior to representing the remaining gradients in the

appropriate edge pixel.

Figure 5.4a represents an image com¡pted by 256 pixels of random noise. This

image is quite basic and contains a few well defined bounda¡ies. The image produced

by the 8-bit operator of Chapter 4 is shown in Fig. 5.4b (below noisy image). This

image was produced by thresholding the gradient image at grey level 5 (i.e. ignore

edge steps less than 5 grey scales) prior to highlighting the remaining gradients with

their edge pixels.
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Figure 5.4: Tbreshold at 5 grey scales. Figure 5.5: Threshold at 1ó grey scales'

â) nois€ corrupted image. a) noise corrupted image.

b) €xtraction via 2 4-bit extractors. b) extraction Yia 2 4'bit extractors.
c) extraction via 256 decomposed lines. c) extraction via 256 decomposed lines'
d) extraction via top 4 bits. d) extraction via top 4 bits.

Figure 5.4c (right of noisy image) is produced by filtering and exuacting 256 decom-

posed lines while Fig. 5.4d is a result of processing the upper 4 bits of each 8-bit

input. The horizontal boundaries of the IC chip in Fig. 5.4c seems to contain few

edge pixels. This is due mainly to the fact that these two boundaries contain smooth

gradients. Hence, since the intensity jumps were not too steep, thresholding the gra-

dient image removed some of the edge pixels. The other two images (Fig. 5.4b and

Fig. 5.4d) seem to ouçerform the ouçut of the aigorithm which. was supposed to be

used as a basis for comparison (Fig. 5.4 c). This is a direct result of the methods used

to produce the outpurs in Figs. 5.4b and 5.4d. The boundaries of the IC chip are sharp

in Fig 5.4d because of rhe quantization effect resuiting from stripping off the lower 4
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bits of each 8-bit input. This effectively magnifies small changes in the original image.

One such example is the difference between the following two adjacent 8-bit pixels.

1011 0000
1010 1111

The difference is obviously one when looking at all 8 bits. However, if the lower 4

bits of each 8-bit representation was stripped off, the two pixels now differ by 16 grey

levels. Also, because this image contained considerable contrast, the edges were

exclusively captured by the gross features (upper 4 bits) of the original image. In the

situation whe¡e the 8-bit image is processed via two 4-bit processors, the irregularities

come ftom the gradient image. Errors occur whenever the three-pixel windows of the

upper and lower 4-bit processing blocks contain intensity changes which are oriented

in different directions. In this situation, the lower 4-bit processor flags an edge one

pixel position prior to or after the edge location of the upper 4-bit processor, depend-

ing upon the direction of the upper and lower intensity change. A consequence of this

action is a control line C, which is set to 1 instead of 0. Hence, Eqn. (9) instead of

Eqn. (8) is used to combine the upper and lower 4-bit gradients in order to produce an

8-bit gradient. Therefore, there is a maximum enor of 15 grey levels introduced by

the a-lgorithm described in Chapter 4. Setting a iarger threshold value on the gradients

(16 grey levels) which produced Figs. 5.4b,c and d results in Figs. 5.5b,c and d. Note

that the left vertical boundary of the anti-static foam has virtually disappeared since it

only contained small intensity changes.

The image in Fig. 5.6a is more detailed and contains a varying gradient between

distinct boundary features. Figure 5.6b (below noisy image) was produced by the 8-bit

exractor(filter) described in Chapter 4 and was thresholded at grey level 5. In addi-

tion to flagging the distinct boundary locations above the threshold value, the above

design also highlighted some low level intensity changes. As described ea¡lier, these
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Figure 5.6: Threshold at 5 grey scales, Figure 5.7: Threshold at 16 grey scales.

å) noise corrupted image.
b) €xtraction via 2 4-bit extractors'

a) noise corrupted image,
b) €xtraction via 2 4-bit extractors,

c) extråction vi.a 25ó d€composed lines. c) extraction via 256 decomposed lines.

d) extraction via top 4 bits. d) extraction via top 4 bits,

iow level changes were magnified due to the occasional generation of the incorrect

coneol line C,. Figure 5.6c (right of noise image) is produced by exracting and filter-

ing each 8-bit input via 256 decomposed lines. The image in Fig. 5.6d was produced

by processing the upper 4 bits of each 8-bit input. In addition to the obvious boundary

features, the quantized steps were flagged as boundary locations due to removal of the

lower 4 bits. The images in Fig. 5.7 were produced using the same method as the

ones in Fig. 5.6 except that each gtadient image was th¡esholded at 15 grey levels

instead of 5. Note that Fig. 5.7d loses a significant amount of edge information

because of the quantization step prior to processing. Figures 5.7b and 5.7c are com-

parable except for a few regions in Fig.5.7b where errors occurred in the production
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of an 8-bit gradient f¡om two 4-bit $adients. It is interesting to note that these errors

are not spurious but occur outlining the edge of the cigarette package.

5.4 Timing Simulation

The timing simulator used to verify the the functionality of the 8-bit extractor

(filter) is called APLSM t181. It is called so because it is a combination of an APL

user interface and a fast ci¡cuit simulator. The interactive nature of the simulator

allows for easy debugging of any circuit.

Appendix C contains a batch input APL frle which interactively traces and moni-

tors the performance of the 8-bit extractor (filter). The input stream contains a root

signal of value 196 grey levels (and remains at that value for 5 clock pulses) bordered

by two root signals of value 0. Figure 5.8 contains the bit pattern generated by the 8-

bit multi-level processor. As mentioned ea¡lier and can be seen here, valid output is

only available after the sixth clock pulse (indicated by the dashed line). The gradient

produced by the intensity changes of Fig. 5.8 a¡e shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Fig-

ure 5.9 show the gadient of the upper 4-bit processor while the gradient of the lower

4-bit processor is shown in Fig. 5.10. As labeled in each diagram (Fig. 5.9 and Fig.

5.10), each gradient output line has been multiplexed. Hence, each output line

represent two binary gradient lines from each 4-bit processor. The odd numbered gra-

dient lines (starting with 15) are produced when the inverted clock (cå) is high while

the even numbered gradient lines are produced when cb is low. This situation exists

for both the upper and iower gradients. In this particular example, the upper gradient

is 12 while the lower gradient is 4. The gtadient info¡mation is recorded after seven

clock pulses since, at the time of simulation, the g¡adient lines were buffered for ouç

put while the edge lines were not.
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5.5 Summary

Based upon our simulation ¡esults, we believe that

i) Median Filtering of an 8-bit image by considering only the most signifrcant 4 bits

leads to an unreasonable amount of quantization error for many applícations.

iÐ Median Filtering an 8-bit image by capturing both the gross as well as subtle

features (i.e. filtering the 8-bit image as a combination of the most significant and

least significant 4 bits entities) results in a filtered image which is qualitatively

close to filtering the 8-bit image by the full unary method.
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iiÐ

iv)

At least for a three-pixel window a¡d random spike noise, one pass through the

media¡ filter is sufficient. In fact, several passes though the filter have been

shown to degrade the actual image by wiping out the subtler features.

&lge extraction using both the top and bottom 4 bits of an 8-bit image results in

edge information which is, in all cases studied, at least as good or better than the

top 4 bits alone and in some cases, better than the full unary method (Fig.5.7).

v) The trade-offs conceming information loss appear to be justified since the silicon

area growth is now manageable as the resolution of the image (bits/pixel)

increase.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

Cur¡ent resea¡ch of application specific VLSI architectures promises very attrac-

tive benefits in the application of low level image processing. With the aid of Thres-

hold Decomposition and Cellular Automata, two unary representation image processing

algorithms were implemented. They are the unary median fllter and the unary edge

extractor algorithms. By building a¡ound the unary architectures, a 4-bit processor was

constructed . This processo¡ filters and extracts a multi-level 4-bit input data sEeam.

In constructing an 8-bit processing block, a hierarchical processing scheme was imple-

mented. That is, each 8-bit input was processed via two 4-bit processors. This

approach signiflcantly reduced the cost of the ASIC (Application Specific Integrated

Circuit) in terms of silicon area. Simulation results (via image processing software

and timing simulators) show that very little is lost in the context of extracted informa-

tion by using a hierarchical approach. In an appropriate environment, in addition to

identifying intensity changes, the ASIC also generates the gradient of each intensity

change. The availability of the gradient information allows intensity changes of

specific values to be singled out and highlighted or eliminated depending upon the

application. There is an enor factor of 15 grey levels associated with the gradient

generation. It should be noted though that these errors only occur under certain condi-

tions.

The data path of the 8-bit processor was greatly simplified by the local logical

operations performed by each unary architecture. Hence, only local data-bus wiring
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was necessary since corffnunication was localized. The regular placement of the edge

and filter functional blocks also $eatly simplified the routing of the power, ground and

clock lines. Therefore, high speed operation of the multi-level filter and extraction

image processing tasks was obtained through the use of simple unary algorithms.
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Appendix A: Utility Program



F¡l€ utilit! Þrinted on Tu6 oct 13 09r46:3t 1987 Þage l of 2

INÌEGEFT2 GRAO, INTIIlJ(132' 132)' TEI1P'LÅRGE
CHARACTEF QUANI (132,132) , HGRo ( 132, 132)
CHARACÍER HEoGE (132,132) , VEDGE (132, 132 ) , VBTGRo { 132, 132)
CHARACIER VTPGFo (132, 132) , VCT ( 132,132 ) , HTPGRO n32,132)
CHARACTER HBTGRo (l32, 132 ) , HCÌ (132, 132 ) , vCRo (132, 132)

c
NUI1P IX.128

c
OPEN {6, F I LE.'S'TEP' )
0PEN(7,FILE-'HEOCE',F0R11.'UNFORÌIAfTE0' )

OPEN (8, F I LE.' YEO6E' . FORIj.' UNFOFIlATIEO' )

0PEN (9, F ILE- ' VBICRo' , F0Rl1.' UNF0R|1AlTEo' )

OPEN (1ø, FILE-' VIPGR0', F0Rl1.' UNF0R¡1ATÏE0' I

OPÊN (11, FILE.' VCT', FORII.' UNFORIATTEO' )

OPEN (12' FILE.' HTPGRD', F0Fl1'' UNF0FIIATf E0' )

OPEN ( 13, F I LE.' HBTGRD', FORIl-' UNFORI1AI'i!Û' )

OPEN (14, FI LE.' HCT', FORñ-'UNFORIIATTEO' )

OPEN (15, FI LE.' 0UANT', FORl-' UNF0RI1ATTE0' )

c
FEAO (6. *)LEVEL

c
c

DO Sø1 I -1, NUñPIX
REAO (7) {HEOGE (I, J), J-I, NUI'1PIX)
READ (8} (VEOGE ( I , J) , J.I, NUI1PI X)
READ (9) (VBTGRO (I, J), J.1,NUI1PIX)
REAO (10) (VTPGR0 ( I 

' 
J) 

' 
J'l 

' 
NUllPl X)

REAo (11) {VCT ,J),J-l,NUllPlX)
REAO (12) (HTPGRD (I, J), J-I, NUI1PIX)
REAI] {13} (HBTGRD (I, J}, J.1,NU¡lPIX)
REAÐ (14) (HCl {l,J) 

' 
J'1' NUÍP I X)

øS1 CONTINUE
c

OO 1Sø I -T, NUÍP I X

Ð0 189 J.l, NUtlPl X

IF CHARz (HCT (l,J) ),E0.ø) G0 l0 1ø1
HGRo ( I, J).CHAR (16* ( ICHAF2 (HIPGRD ( I, J) ) ) +lCHAR2 {HBTCRo ( I' J) ) )
c0 f0 1æ

1ø1 CONTINUE
HGR0 ( I, J)'CHAR (16* ( ICHARZ (HTPGFD ( ¡, J) ) ) -ICHARZ (HeTGR0 ( I' J) I )

c
1ø2 CONTINUE

IF (ICHAR2 {VCl (¡,J) }.E0. ø) C0 T0 lB3
VGRD ( I, J).CHAR (16* { ¡ CHARz (VTPGR0 ( I, J) ) ) +l CHARz (VBTGFD ( ¡, J} } )
G0 T0 rsø

1S3 CONTINUE
VGR0 ( I, J).CHAR (16* ( ICHARz (VTPGR0 ( I, i) ) ) -l CHAR2 (VBTGRD ( I, J) ) )

1Oø CONTINUE
c
c

1ø6

00 t8s I =1, NUI1PIX
00 tss J-1, NU PlX

IF (ICHAR2 (HEO6E (I,J) ).GI,ICHAF2 (VEOGE (I, J) ) ) GO ÏO 1ø6
HEOGE (I, J}.VEOGE (I, J)

CONT I NUE
IF { ICHAR2 (HGRO (I,J) ).6T,ICHAR2 (VGRO ( I,J) ) ) GO TO 1BS
HGRO(I,JI.VGRO(I,J)

CONTINUE

OO Bø2 I -1. NUI1PI X
00 øø3 J-1, NUIIP¡ X

rEñP. I CHAR2 (HGRO ( ¡, J) )

INTITlJ{¡,J).TEÍP
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

D0 øø4 l -1, NUlrPl X
DO øø5 J-l, NUI1PI X

IF ( I NTI fJ ( I, J) . LE. LEVEL) GO TO øø9
QUANT (1, J).HE0GE (1, J)
c0 T0 995

CONTINUE
OUANI(I,J)-CHAR(ø)

CONT¡NUE
CONIINUE

00 s52 l -1, NUñP I X
00 852 J.1, NUrlP I'X

lEllP.lCHAF2 (OUANT (l,Jl )

1ø5

øø3
øø2

c
c

Bø9

øæ
BA4
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INllllJ(l,J)-lEllP
052 CONT I NUE

c
DO 053 I.i, NUNPI X

00 e53 J"r, NUñP IX
INT¡l1J (1, J) -lNTlllJ ( I' J) +50
TEST- I Nf I I1J ( I , J)
iF (rEsT,6E.2S5) I NT I l1J ( I , J) -25S

¿33 CONTINUE
c

OO 854 I.1. NUIIPI X

0B 9S4 .'-1, NUtlPI X
OUANT (I, J).CHAR (INTIIlJ (I, J) )

054 CONT¡NUE
c

OO SB6 I-1. NUNPI X
l-lRlIE (15) {QUANT (1, J), J"1,NU|1PlX)

BEG CONTINUE
c
c

STOP
ENO
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I NTEGER NUI1PI X, PAOPIX, NRANCE
I NTEGER*2 P I XVAL, INT IfJ (132,132) , IEST, TEIIP
INTEGER*2 NEI!P IX (132, 132) , NEI.J I ¡lJ, S roRE, NEI.JllF
I NTEGER*2 TPIX (132,132), TPAD (132, t32) , DELB (I5,3)
I NTÊ6ER*2 SToPI X t132, 132), rEÍPl X (132, 132), llFPAo (132, 132), F I LT
I NTEGER*2 oELAY ( 16,3) ,0R0V í132, 132 ) , BTGR0 ( 132, 132 )

I NTEGER*2 F I NAL { 132, 132) , lEÍP1, TE|1P2, ENT I BE (132, 132,8) ,0lv, GRYLEV
INTEGËR*2 ToP (132,132) , B0T (132, 132) , ¡l1JA (2) ,I1FPADA { 132, 132)
INTEGER*z ¡1FPA08 (132, 132) , NEIIA, NEl.lB, L I NE (8) , EÌ{T IRB (1.32, 132,8 )

I NTEGER*2 CEA (16,3) , CEB (16,3) , nPA (132,132) ,nPB lI32,I32l
I NTEGER*Z BFPAD (132, 132), HF I NAL (132, 132), T1, T2, C0r1P1 (3)
INTEGER*2 C0¡1P2 (3) , I llJB {2) , SUl1, GFÐH { 132,132) , IPGR0 (132,132)
I NTEGER*z TGR0H ( 132,132) , TGR0V (132,132) , CBN (8 ) , CAFULE (E)
CHARACTER I tlACE ( 132,132) , ASC I íJ (132, 132) , HVCRo (132,132 )

COI1I.1ON CARULE, CBN
FEALxB RANB0fi
DATA NUI1PIX/128l
ÐATA PAOPIX/129/
OAÍA ISEEO/-Il

REAO IN IIIAGE

UPEN (9, F I LE=' NEl.l I l1J', F0Rl1=' UNFORI1ATTED' )

OPEN ( 15, F I LE.' TEllPN0lSE' , F0Rl1. ' UNFORñATTE0' )

OPEN (17, FILE.' EXT-GRY', FORII'' UNFORÍAT'TEO' )

OPEN (3ø, FILE-'CA')
oPEN (31 , F I LE=' CotlB I N', )

FEAD IN THE C,A RULE AND THE CO¡1BINATIONS

00 5ø9 I.1,I
ÊEAD(31,x)CBN(l)

5ø9 CONT INUE
c0 5ø8 I -1,8

REAo (3ø, *) CARULE ( I )
Sø8 CONTINUE

DO ø5ø I.1, NUI1P I X
REAO {1S) (¡IlAGE (I, J), J=1,NUI1PIX)

ø5ø Coñ NUE
1øø FoFtlAf (128A1)
1ø1 FoRrlAr { I2813)

THIS BLoCK 0EC00ES THE ASCII II1ACE INTo INTEGER*z F0RllAl

DO ø52 ¡ -1. NUXP I X
DO ø53 J-l, NUI1P ¡ X

]EIIP= I CHARz ( ¡I1ACE ( I, J) )

INTIIlJ(I,J).TEIIP
853 CONTINUE
852 CONÏI NUE

NOISE IS THEN AOOEO 'IO IHE II1AGE

00 582 ¡ =1, NUIIPI X
DO 583 J.l, NUÌ'1P I X

IEST.INTIIlJ(I,J)
INtIrlJ(I,J)-TESI-1

583 CONT¡NUE
582 CONTINUE

DO 5øø K.1, NUIIP IX
I1FPAO {K, PADP ¡X) - I NT I I1J (K, NUI1P IX )

I1FPAD {PAOP I X , K ) .I NT I I1J {NUIIPI X, K)
5OB CONTINUE

NFPAÐ (PAOP I X, PADP I X ) =IIFPAO (NUIÍP IX, PAOP IX)

00 5ø1 t1.1, NUtlP IX
00 582 N.1, NUI1P I X

t1FPA0 (l1, N) - I NT Il'1J {11, N)
5ø2 CONTINUE
5OT CONI INUE

OO 2øø I -1, PAOPIX
OO 2OT J.1, PADP I X
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GFYLEV-IlFPAO(I,J}
CALL GRYCVE (6RYLEV. L INE )
ao 2ø2 n-t,8

ENIIRE ( I, J,11) -LINE {tI)
2ø? CONI INUE
2ø1 CONI INUE
2Oø CONTINUE

DO 2ø3 I.1, PAOPI X

OO 204 J.l,PAOPIX
ÍFPA0A (l, J).8xENllFE (1. J,1)+4*EilTIRE (l , J' 2) +2xENrlRE { I' J,3)

+ +ENTIRE {I, J,4)
f FPAoB ( L J).8*ENT¡ RE ( I, J, 5) +4*ENT IFE ( I, J, 6) +2XENT I RE ( I' J' 7)

+ +ENTIRE(I,J,8)
2ø4 CONT INUE
2ø3 Coilr INUE

OO 28ø I.1, PAOPI X

OO 281 J=1 , PAOP IX
llPA ( I , J+2) .ñFPADA {l,J)
llPB ( I, J+2).|1FPA08 { I' J)

281 CONT INUE
28ø CONTINUE

D0 55ø I -1, NUllPl X

00 551 J.1,PA0PIX
D0 061 11.1,3

c0l1P1 ( l'1) -0
c0ì1P2 01) -B

øøT CONTINUE
CALL I1EOFI A (NEIIA, I , J, I1FPADA, CEA ì
CALL ÍEOFIB (NEI,IB. I, J, I1FPAO8, CEB)
CALL EOGEXA ( II1JA, I, J, NEIJA, OELAY)
CALL EOGEXB ( II1J8. I . J, NEI,]B, OELB)
I F (J, E0,1) G0 f0 225
IF ( ItJA ( 1) . E0. ø) G0 T0 2ø6
lF{ll1JA(1).GT,0 ,AND. II1JA(1).E0.l1PA(l,J)) GO rO 2ø7
I F ( I tlJA ( 1 ) . Cl. ø .AND. lllJA{1).NE.llPA{I,J)) G0 T0 2ø8

2ø8 CONTINUE
IF (lllJA (1).GT,l'1PA{1. J+1) ) 60 T0 2ø9
ToP{l,J)-lllJA(1)
Bof(l.J)-flPB(¡,J+1)
60 T0 225

209 CONTINUE
ToP ,J)-lllJA(1)
B0T ,J)-f1PB{I,J-1)
GO rO 225

2ø7 CONTINIJE
TOP(l,J)=lt1JA(1)
BO'T(I,J).ÍPB(I,J)
GO 10 229

2ø6 CONTINUE
IF ÍJB {1).GT. ø) 60 Ì0 21ø
IOP(l'J).lllJA(1)
B0T{l'J).lfJB(1)
GO rO 225

21ø CONTINUE
TOP(l,J)'llPA(l'J)
B0T(l,J)-¡lfJB(1)

225 CONIINUE
IF(lt1JÀ(1).E0,NEI]A) CollPl (2) -1
¡ F ( I tlJA (1) . E0,IIFPADA (l , J-1) ) C0l1P1 (1) =1
I F ( I llJA (1 ). E0, IIFPADA ( I, J+1 ) ) C0l1P1 (r) -1

IF {lnJB (1) . E0. NEIIB) C0l1P2 {2) -1
tF { IfJB (1 ).E0. llFPA0B (1, J-1) ) C0l1P2 (t ) =1
I F ( I llJB (l ), Ê0. |1FPAOB ( I . J+1 ) ) C0l1P2 (3) =1

Sull.C0l1P1 (l) xC0l1P2 (1)+C0ÍPl (2) xCOfP2 (2) +C0l1Pl (3) *C0ÍP2 (3)
IF (SUl1.E0. ø) G0 l0 549
GRDH { I , J) .t6xl llJA (2) +l flJB (2)
60 f0 548

549 CONIINUE
GRoH ( I , J) '16x1IJA {2) - l llJB (2 )

548 CONT I NUE
TPGÊO (I, J)-II1JA (2)
BTGRD(I,J}=II1JB(2)

S51 CONT INUE
55ø CONTINUE
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c

00 212 I .1' PA0P IX
DO 213 J=1, PAOP IX

OIY-8
TET1PI.TOP(¡,J)
TEI1P2.BOT(I,J)
00 214 L-l,4

ENIIRB ( I, J,L).IE¡1P1/OI V

ENTIRB ( I, J, L+4) =IEn?2/01v
TEfl P1 -1100 ( TEÌ'lP1, D M
TEIlP2.NOD {TENP2, DI V)
0 ¡ v-0 tv/2

2T4 CONT INUE
213 CONT INUE
212 CONT I NUE

c

00 215 I-1. PAoP I X
00 216 J-l,PAOPIX

FI NAL ( I, J).128xENllRB ( I, J, 1 ) +64*ENT I RB ( I, J, 2) +32*ENT I RB ( I, J, 3)
+ +16*ENTIFB(1,J,4)+8xENllR8(1,J,5)+4*ENTlRB(1,J,6)
+ +2*ENT IFB {l , J,7) +ENf¡ RB { I , J,8)

C FINAL{l'J).FINAL{l'J)
216 CONTINUE
215 CONTINUE

c
OO ø43 I-1, PAOP IX
00 844 J-1. PAOPI X

BÊFAO ( I, J).i1FPAD (J, I )
844 CONT INUE
ø43 CONT INUE

c
00 845 I=1, PAOP IX
00 046 J-1, PADPI X

GRYLEV=BFPA0 (l 
' 
J)

CALL 6RYCVB (6RYLEV,LINE)
D0 ø47 t1-1,I

ENTI RE ( I , J, ì1} =LI NE (I1)

ø47 CONT INUE
ø46 CONT I NUE
ø45 CONT I NUE

c
OO ø48 I-1, PADP I X
OO ø4S J.], PAOP I X

|IFPADA { I, J) -S*ENTIFE ( I, J, I ) +4xENl I RE ( I, J, 2) +2*ENT I RE ( I, J, 3)
+ +ENTIRE (I, J,4)

I1FPADB ( I, J) =S':ENTIHE ( I, J, 5) r.4xENl I RE { I, J, 6) +2xENT I RE { I, J, 7l
+ +ENTIRE {l, J,8)

049 CoNfiNUE
ø48 CONT¡NUE

c
c

OO 95ø I -1, PAOPIX
00 951 J'l, PA0PIX

ÍPA (1, J+2) -|'1FPA0Â (1, J)
fPB (1, J+2).ÍFPA0B (1, J)

951 CONTINUE
95ø CONTINUE

c
c

u0 58ø I =1, NUtlPl X
OO 581 J=1. PADPIX

CALL I'1EÐFIA (NEI]A, I, J, IIFPÁOA, CEA)
CALL Ì1EOFI8(NEI]8, I,J,NFPAEB,CEB)
CALL EOGEXA (II,IJA, I, J, NEITi\,OELAY)
CALL EOcEXB (IfJB, I, J, NEIIB,OEL8)
tF (J.E0.1) C0 T0 2øS
tF rlJA{r).EQ.B) G0 T0 296
I F i I rlJA ( 1 ) . GT. 0 .ANo. IrlJA(t).E0.l1PA(¡,J)) G0 T0 297
IF{lÍJA{1),61.S .4N0. II1JA(1).NE.llPA{l,J) ) G0 T0 298

293 CONTINUE
IF(lÍJA(1).GT.l1PA (l,J+l) ) 60 T0 299
loP ( l, J).1ÍJA (1)
80T ( I, J) -l"1PB ( L J+l)
G0 T0 285

29s CoNf¡NUE
ToP(l,J)-n1JA(1)
B0T(I,J)-t1PB(I,J-l)
GO TO 285

297 CONTINUE
TOP ( I , J} .I I1JA (1)
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Ê0T ,J).¡lPB{l,J)
G0 T0 2ø5

296 CONTINUE
tF ( Il1J8 (1) . GT. ø) C0 T0 718
TOP(I,J)=IÌ1JA(1ì
B0T(I,J)-llrJB(1)
c0 t0 285

718 CONT INUE
TOP (I , J) =I1PA (I , J)
SOT ( I , J) .IÍJB (1 )

2ø5 COI]I INUE
IF (lrlJA (1) .E0.NEI]A) C0r1P1 {2) -1
tF ( II1JA (1). E0.|'1FPA0A ( I, J-1) ) CollPl (1)=1
I F { I l'!JA (1 ) . EQ. tlFPA0A ( ¡, J+1 ) ) C0l1Pt (3).1

c
lF(II1JB{1),E0, ;iJB) C0ÍP2(2)'1
I F ( I llJB {1 ) . E0. ÌIFPAOB ( I, J-1 ) ) C0l1P2 (1 ) =1
IF ( IIIJB {1). E0.|1FPA08 (l,J+l) ) CollP2(3)-1

c
sull=c0l1P1 (1)*c0¡P2(1)+c0ÍP1 (2)*CofP2(2)+C0ÍP1 {:l)xcoÍP2(3)
IF (SUl1, E0. ø) G0 T0 136
GR0V ( I , J) .16¡r IÍJA (2) +l IJB (2 )
c0 T0 137

136 CONT INUE
GRoV(¡,J)-16x1 JA (2) - I ðJB {2)

137 ÈONTINUE
TPGRO(I,J).¡I1JA(2}
Bl6R0fl,J)-lÍJB(2)

581 CTNTINUE
5A9 CoNIINUE

c
C

OO 851 I-1, PAOP I X

00 852 J-l, PAoP I X
0lv=8
IEIlPl.TOP(I,J)
rEÍP2=BOT(I,J)
D0 294 L'1.4

ENTIRg (I. J,L) -TEIIPl/OIV
ENT I RB ( I, J, L+4).IE\P2/DIY
TÊl1P1.lloD fi EllP1, D I V)
TEIIP2.¡1OD (TEIlP2, DI V)
DIV-OlV /2

294 CONTINUE
852 CONTINUE
851 CONIINUÉ

c
c

OO 915 I.1 , PAOP IX
00 916 J.1, PAoP I X

HF I NAL ( I, J) -128*ENT I RB ( I, J, 1 ) +64xENll RB ( I, J, 2) +32*ENTl RB { I' J' 3)
+ +l6xENIlRB{1,J,4)+SxENllRB(1,J,5)+4*ENTIRB(l'J,6)
+ +Z*ENTlRB(I,J,7)+ENllRB(l,J,8)

C HFINAL(I.J).HFINAL{I,J)
S16 CONTINUE
915 CONTINUE

c
00 57ø I-1, NUllPl X
00 571 J.1, NUI1P IX

fEfPIX (1, J).FINAL (1, J+2)
TGROH (1, J) -GR0H (l, J+2)

571 CONTINUE
S7S CONTINUE

OO 3S1 I.1. NUÍP IX
00 302 J=l, NUIIP IX

I F (TEI1PI X I I, J) . GT. TPI X (I, J) I 60 TO 383
fEÍPIX(I,J).TPIX(], J)

3ø3 CONT INUE
I F {TGFOH ( I . J) .6T. TGÊDV ( I. J) ) GO 'IO 3ø2
TGRDH (I, J).TGRÐV {I, J)

3ø2 CoN r INUE
381 CONTINUE

DO 32ø I-i, NUIIP I X

00 321 J-l,NUT1PIX
TPIX {1, J) -HFINAL (J, l+2)
TGRoV (l, J) -GRoV (J, I+2)

321 CCNI INUE
32ø CONT INUE
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c
c

00 4s6 l -1, NUIIPIX
TEflPIX (128, I ) -lEllPl){ (127, I )

456 CONT INUE
c
c THIS BLoCK ENCoDES THE INTECÊR*2 RESULT INlo ASCIr
c

D0 ø6ø I.1, NUllPl X

00 861 J=l, NUllPl X

TEST.TEñPIX(I,J)
ASC ¡I1J ( I , J) .CHAR (TESÍ }

T:Sl.IGFDH(l'J)
IIVGRO ( I , J) -CHAR (fEST J

061 CONT¡NUE
ø6ø CONIINUE

c
C STORE II1AGE INTO FILE FOR OUIPUT
c

D0 ø8ø I.1, NUllPl X

I,JRI TE (17} (ASCIIlJ (I, J), J.T, NUI1PIX)
T]FI TÉ (9) {HVGRO (I, J), J.1,NUI1PIX)

B8S CONÍINUE
STOP
ENO

C*******Brrxxxx***xx)(***xxxx*tÕ**)**x:i(****t(*i<*x**io********)¡*x*x
C* THIS SUBRoUTINE FILTEFS THE I'lClSE C0RRUPTEo SIGNAL USIN6x
C* ÍEoIAN Fll-fERING. *
C**yrxt<*r**xx)l*)t<**)|.¡Õr*xti,rci.þl(****,*)r)i)r)iþi<¡(lq<¡(¡(**t(*******x*xx*

SUBROUTINE I1EÐF IA (NEIJ II1J, C. O, ÍFPÀOA, CELLA)
c
c

I NTEGER RANGE , NFANGE , SUII, FLAG, TEST, C , O 
' 

FOUNO

INÍEGER NUI1P I X, PAOPI X

I NTEGER*2 E0G0ET (16), ENCPI X (16), oECPI X (16)' Pl XVAL
INIEGER*2 NEI.J ¡ llJ, RECoNST (16 ) ,llFPAo (6S,65) 

' 
CELLA (16 

' 3)
INTEGER*2 oELAY ( 16,3 ) , nFPA0A (132 

' 
132 )

C
PAOP I X-129
NUrlPt X.128
P I XVAL.IlFPAOA (C, O)
RANGE.l5-P I XVAL
NRANGE=RANGE+i

c
FOUND.ø
OO Bø3 K.1, RANGE

0ECPIX (K) 'B
ø03 CONT INUE

c
IF (P¡XVAL,EO, ø) GO IO 777

c
OO OA4 K-NRANGE,16. OECP IX (K).1

øø4 CONÏINUE
c

777 CON INUE
c

1ø2 FoRllAT ( 1612)
c
C RESET THE 2-D AFRAY CELLA
c

IF (D.EO.1) FOUNO.l
IF {F0UN0, E0. ø} G0 T0 ø12
00 ø1ø n-1,16
00 sl1 N-1,3

CELLA 01, N) -oECPlX (l'1)

81I CONT INUE
B1B CONTINUE
ø12 CONÍ INUE

c
00 3øø K-l,16

CELLA (K, 3) 'CELLA (K 
' 

2 )

CELLA (K,2) -CELLA (K, 1)
CELLA (K,1)=OECPIX (K}

3øø C0NfINUE

F0UN0-0
00 085 K-1,16

SUÍ.CELLA (K, 1 ) +CELLA (K, 2) +CELLA (K,3 )

I F (SUñ. GE,2) GO TO 2øø

page 5 of I

c
c
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CELLA (K.2) -S
RECONSI (K) .CELLA (K.2)
G0 T0 ø85

28ø CONT INUE
CELLA {K,2) =1
REC0NST (K) .CELLA (K 

' 
2)

885 CONIINUE
c
c

FLAG-1
00 øø7 K-1,16

IF(RECONST(K).80.1 .ANO, FLAG.EO.1) GO TO ø88
ENCPIX (K).ø
c0 T0 øø7

øø8 CONTINUE
ENCPIX(K).1
FLAG-O

ø07 CONTINUE
00 281 K=1,18

IF (ENCPIX (K).NE,1I CO IO 2øI
NEll I 11J-15-K+1
GO ÍO 2ø2

2OT CONTINUE
NELllllJ-ø

'-A2 
CONTINUE
IF {O.LT.PADPIX) GO 10 22ø

FOUND.l
22T CONl INUE

RETURN
ENO

SUBROI-JTINE I1EDF I B (NEIJI I1J, C. D, ÍFPADB 
' 
CELLB)

C

c
I NTECER RANGE, NRANGÉ, SUIl, FLAG , IEST, C, O, FOUNO

INTEGER NUÍPI X, PAOPI X

I NTEGER*2 EoGoET (16), ENCPI X {15), oECFI X (16)' PI XVAL

I NTEGERXz NEI,] I I1J, RECONST ( 16), CELLB ( 16' 3 )

INÍEGER*2 oELAY(16,3),llFPAoB(132,132)
c

PAOP I X-129
NUIIPI X-128
P IXYAL.I1FPAOB (C. O)
RANGE.15-P I XVAL
NRANCE.RANGE+l
FOUNO'O

c
00 Bø3 K-I, RANGE

oEcPlxfK).ø
øø3 CONTINUE

c
¡ F (PIXVAL. EO. ø) GO IO 777

c
OO Bø4 K-NRANGE,15

OECPIX(K)-1
øø4 CONTINUE

c
777 CONT INUE

c
1ø2 F0RllAl ( 1512)

c
C FESET THE 2-O AÊRAY CËLLB
c

lF (0.E4.1) FoUND-l
IF (FOUND,EO, ø) GO TO BI2
00 01ø l1-1,16
D0 ø11 N-1,3

CELLB (N, N) =OECP I X (N)

911 CONTINUE
ø18 CONTINUE
ø12 CoNIINUE

L
00 3Bø K-l,16

CELLB (K,3) .CELLB (K,2)
CELLB (K, 2) .CELLB {K, 1)
CELLB tK,1) -OECPl X (K)

3ø8 CONTINUE
c

FOUND-B
00 ø05 K-1,16

S|i'1-CELLB (K, 1) +CELLB {K,2) +CELLB {K 
' 

3 )

IF (SUll, GE.2) GO rO 2øø
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c

l-lr-lr:iï:î3-rill:1-::-l::-9:i-l:-9::11:::-1::l- ---i:::-1-:l-:-
CELLB (K,2).ø
RECONST (K) =CELLB (K,2)
G0 T0 0ø5

2øø CoNIINUE
CELLB (K, 2) -1
RECoNST (K) -CELL8 ((, 2)

ø05 CONTINUE

FLAG.1
D0 øø7 K=1,16

IF(RECONST{K).E0.1 .ANO. FLAG.EO.l) GO IO ø98
ENCPIX {K)-0
co ro øø7

øø8 CONT INUE
El'rcPÌx(K)-1
FLAG-ø

EB7 CONTINUE
D0 2ø1 K-r,16

IF (ËNCPIX (K). NE.1) GO TO 2øi
NEI¡1|lJ.15-K+1
GO rO 2ø2

2ø1 CONTINUE
NETII 11J=B

282 CONTINUE
IF (D.LI. PAOPIX) GA IA 22ø

FOUNO.l
22ø CONTINUE

REIUFN
ENO

C*****f*x)t**xt(**ãr(iot*x****x¡r******)tx¡(xx*****x*xx**)¡**xx,**t*i()¡
Cx THIS SUBROUIINE PERFoRIIS EBGE EXTRACTI0N 0N tHE FILTEREo x
cx IÍAGE USING A sllllLAR C.A RULE AS THE llEolAN FILTER. *
Cx**x&irr(*****x**Ër**:totóf,roloþíJÌ*)f*þr)H(x8****lol*x*)tx***xT*x*t *x**
c

SUBROUTINE EOCEXA {NEIJI I'I, A, B, NE!ÍFA, OELAYA)
c
r:

INTEGER RANGEA, NBANGEA, SUI14, FLAGA' TESTA,A'B
I NTEGER*2 E0CDT (16), ENCPX (16), 0ECPX (16)' Pl XVL' NEullFA
Ì Nf EGER*2 NEI¡l 11 (2), ÌlFPAoA (65, 65), CELL (16' 3)' oELAYA (16' 3)
INTEGER*2 CoUNIR,CARULE(8),CBll(8)
c0ñr10N cARULE,CEN

c
PAOPI X.123
NUMP 1X.128
PIXVL-NEI]IIFA
FANGEA=15.PI XVL
NRANGEA-RANGEA+1

c
C FESET THE 2-O ARRAY OELAVA TO 'ø'
c

TESTA-A+B
IF (TESTA,GT.2) GO TO ø12
Ð0 trû n.1,16
00 sl1 N-1,3

DELAYA (l'1, N) '0
S11 CONIINUE
81ø CONÍI NUE
ø12 CoNIINUE

c
D0 ø03 K=l, RANGEA

0ECPX (K) -0
ø83 CONI INUE

c
IF (PIXVAL.EO.ø) GO fO 777

c
OO Bø4 K-NNANGEA,16

OECPX (K) .1
øø4 CONT¡NUE

c
777 CONTINUE

c
182 FoRrlAT (1612)

00 BB5 K-1,16
OELAYA (K,3) .DELAYA (K,2 )

OELAYA (K,2) .OELAYA IK, T )

OELAYA (K, 1 } -OECPX (K)
øø5 C0NIINUE

00 123 K'1,16
123 CONTINUE
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ã---------------
00 ø86 K=l,16

SUI1A.DELAYA (K, 1 ) x1ø8+0ELAYA {K, 2) x1B+oELAYA (K,3 )

00 5øB 11-1,8
IF(SUtlA.NE,CBN(t1) ) C0 f0 50ø
EO60T (K).CAFULE (11}

G0 I0 øø6
5øø CONT INUE
Sø6 CCNT INUE

c
c0uNlF=ø
D0 21ø K.1,16

IF (E0G0l {K).E0,ø) G0 T0 210
C0UNTF.C0UNTR+1

210 CONTINUE
c

FLAGA.I
00 ø37 K-l,16

IF{EOGOÍ(K).E0.1 .AND. FLAGA.EO,l) C] TO Ûø8
ENCPX (K) -ø
GO ÍD øø7

OB8 CONT INUE
ENCPX (K) '1
FLAGA'0

øø7 CONTINUE
00 2Øl K-l,16

iF (ENCPX {K) . NE.1) GO TO 2ø1
NEl.l IÌ1 (1ì =15-K+1
GO tO 2ø2

2ø1 CONTINUÉ
NEI.JIh(1ì-0

2ø2 CONTINUE
NE!IN (2}.COUNTR
¡F(A.LT.PAÐPIX ,ANO, B.LT.PAOPIX) GO TO 22ø
00 221 K-1, 16
ao 222 L-r,3

OELAYA(K,L).ø
222 CONT INUE
221 CONT INUE
22S CoNTI UE

RETURN
ENO

c
SUBROUIINE E06EXB(NEIJ]¡1,A,B,NEI,]IIFA,OELAYB)

c
c

INTEGER RANGEA, NR/TNGEA, SUIIA, FLAGA, TESTA 
' 
A' I

INTEGER*2 E0C0T(16),ENCPX(16),DECPX(16),PIXVL,NEl.lllFA
INTEGER*z NEll¡ 11 (2), Ì1FPAoA (65, 65), CELL (16, 3), oELAYB (16, 3)
INTËGERx2 coUNlR, CARULE t8) , cgN (8)
COI1I1ON CAFULE,CBN

c
PADP I X.129
NUI1P I X=128
PIXVL.NEI,IIlFA
RANGEA-1S-P I XVL
NRANGEA=RANGEA+1

c
C RËSEI THE 2-O ARRAY OELAYB TO 'ø'
c

fESIA-A+B
r F {rEsTA. CT,2) G0 T0 ø12
00 B1ø 11.1,16
D0 Blr N=1,3

OELAYB (I1 , N) .ø
ø11 CONTINUE
O1ø CONÍINUE
T12 CONT¡NUE

L
OO BO3 K=l, RANGEA

OECPX (K).ø
øø3 CONT]NUE

c
lF (PIXVAL.E0, ø] GO rO 777

c
00 BB4 K=NRANGEA,16

OECPX (K) '1
Oø4 CONI INUE

c
777 CONf INUE

c



Fìfe hv-bu-ca printed on Tue oct 13 BSr47:38 1987 Þage I of I
1ø2 FoRíAT (1612)

D0 0ø5 K-l.16
DELAYB {K,3) -BELAYB (K,2 )

OELAYB {K, 2) -DELAYE (K, 1)
OELAYB (K, 1) -DECPX {K)

øø5 CONTINUE
00 123 K'1,16

123 CONT INUE
c

D0 øø6 K-l,16
SUHA.oELAYB (K, 1 ) xlø0+0ELAYB (K, 2 ) x10+0ELAYB (K 

' 
3)

00 4øø l1'1,8
lF (sullA. NE. CBN (11) i t0 r0 40ø
EOGDf {K) .CARULE ( 11)

G0 T0 øø6
4øø CONTINUE
006 coNflNUE

c
COUNTH.ø
00 21ø K.l,16

r F (ËoGÐT (K) .80. t) G0 T0 2lS
C0UNTR-C0UNTR+1

21? CONTINUE
c

FLAGA-I
00 øø7 K-1,16

IF(EOGOT(K).Eq.1 ,AND, FLAGA.EQ.I) GO IO øø8
ENCPX (K).0
G0 T0 øø7

øø8 CONT INUE
ENCPX (K) .I
FLAGA.B

øø7 CONÍ INUE
00 201 K-1' 16

]F (ENCPX (K),NE.1) GO O 2BI
NEl.l Iñ (1) -15-K+1
GO rO 2ø2

2ø1 CONIINUE
NEl tl (1) =ø

2ø2 CONÍINUE
NE IN (2) -COUNTR
IF(A.LÌ.PAOPIX .ANO. B.LT.PAOPIXI EO fO 22ø
00 221 K-1' 16
oo 222 ''r,3

OELAYB (K' L) =9
222 CONTI NUE
221 C0ilr INUE
22ø CONTINUÉ

FETURN
ENO

SUBROUTINÉ GRYCVB {GRYL, O)

lNrEGEFr2 L,0lv,0(8),GRYL

D I V.128
00 7øa L-1,8

0 (L ) -CRYL/01v
6RYL.ñOO(GRYL,DIV)
D I V-01V/2

7øB CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c
c
c

c

c
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"fl.le setup
"net bltSaPI
"slfn KlnItK
'rslJn Kbua in In7 in6 ins In4 In3 In2 ln1 inoK
'rslÍ Kbus out o7 06 05 04 03 02 01 ooK
I'siJf¡ KgraPh gPoull 07 o6 o5 oA 03 02 01 ooK

"sfn xéraph gPout2 t1O t32 t54 t?6 t98 t1110 t1312 t1514 cb clK
"sfm xéraph gpout3 b1O b32 b54 b?6 b98 b1110 b1312 b1514 cb clK
"read 12
wddIforce'5
qnd [force '0
clock [ 200

Into0000000
cI [1
cb t0
tíme Itljrle-clock
cl [0
cb 11
tine ItlÍe-cIock
12 ouf
12 ln

into0000000
cI[1
cb [0
tLrne Itl.fne-êIock
cI [0
cb t1
tine ItiJìe-c1ock
12 ou!
12 ln

rnfo0000000
cl [1
cb t0
tlrne Itlllte-c].ock
cI [0
cb t1
tlme Itùne-c].ock
12 out
12 j.n

tn[o0000000
cI [1
cb t0
Èine Itlme-clock
c1 [0
cb tl
tlme Itlme-clock
12 out
12 In

tntl 10 0010 0
cl [1
cb t0
tIÍìe Itljne-clock
c1 [0
cbtl
tlme Itljne-cIock
12 ou!
'l2 1n



1n[1 10 0010 0
ct [1
cb t0
tlne ItlJne-clock
cr [0
cb t1
tLme Iti¡rie -c1ock
12 out
12 j.n

tn[1 100 010 0
cI [1
cb t0
tlne Itlfie-cIock
cL [0
cb t1
time Iti¡ûe-clock
12 out
12 ln

Ln[1 10 0010 0
cI f1
cbt0
tlne [!!îe-clock
cl [0
e¡[1
tlne Itl¡e-clock
12 out
12 In

In[1 10 0010 0
cI [1
cb I0
tùne ItlJtre-cIock
cl[0
cb[1
tlne ItlÍe-cIock
12 out
12 l.n

In[o0000000
cl [1
cb t0
tlne Itime-cIock
cr [0
cbtl
tlme Itljne-clock
12 out
12 ln

1n[00000000
cI[1
cbt0
!Ime [Ëlfie-clock
cl [0
cb t1
tInê [tl$e-clock
12 out
12 In



rnlo0000000
c1 [1
cb t0
tlne ItL¡ne -clock
cl [0
cb [1
t,ine Itljnê-c1ock
12 out
t2 ln

1nt00000000
cI [1
cb [0
ttne ItlÍe-c1oêk
cl [0
cb tl
ttme Itllne-clock
12 out
L2 ln

rntoô000000
c]. [1
cbt0
tlme Itl¡e-clock
cl [0
cb t1
tlne Itùne-clock
J-2 out
12 in

" off
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